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Revolution in Poland and Hungary 
Starting with the June 28 gen

eral strike in Poznan, the Polish 
and Hungarian workers launched 
a general revolutionary uprising 
against the rule 'Of the Kremlin 
bureaucracy. The m'Ovement of the 
masses rallied around the demand 
for complete national independence 
and workers democracy. In its 
basic character the struggle is a 
continuation, on a higher level, 
of the June 1953 uprising of the 
East German working ,class. 

The revolutionary devel'Opments 
in P'Oland and' Hungary must be 
understood as a stage in the P'Oliti
cal revoluti'On against the Soviet 
bureaucratic caste. What we saw 
manifested at the summits of So
viet s'Ociety in the Twentieth Con
gress was the result of the 
deep stirrings of the rev'Olution
ary workers. Now the .subter
ranean movement has broken 
thr'Ough t'O the surface. The politi
cal revolution is no longer a prog
no.sis - it is no I'Onger necessary 
to deduce the source 'Of the crisis 
in th9 system of bureaucratic rule 
from relatively isolated symptoms. 
The political revolution is an ac
tuality in Poland and Hungary. 

History is .settling the question 
of how the Soviet bureaucratic 
caste will be rem'Oved. The noti'On 
that the b\.Veaucracy it~elf would 
reform Soviet society, reintroduce 
workers democracy. etc., has 
died along with th'Ousands of 
revolutionary workers in Hungary. 

Despite the diff.erence in form 
and tempo 'Of events in the tWD 
countries, the rev'Olutionary out
,breaks in Poland and Hungary 
have fundamentally the same 
character. In b'Oth countries the 
movement 'Originat,ed among the 
industrial w D:r k e r s expressing 
their hitter determination to end 
bureaucratic abuses, privileges 
and ,mismanagement. A parallel 
movement of bold rev'Oluti'Onary 
criticism against the caste rulers 
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sprang' up among the students and 
intellectuals. The parallel m'Ove
ments fused in the uprisings. 
The workers, by their social 
weight and eIas.s disdpIine, were 
the motor force of the devel'OP
mente The demand for nati'Onal 
freedom was inscribed on the 
workers' banners along with their 
demands for bread and democra
tic rights. 

The w'Orking masses created 
their organizations, factory c'Om
mittees and councils, from one end 
'Of Poland and Hungary t'O the 
'Other. The worke~s 'Organizations 
are closely associated with the 
student masses, wh'O themselves 
are drawn from working-class and 
peasant families. In actual fact we 
see the emergence 'Of the workers 
Soviet, similar to those built by 
the Russian workers ,in 1917. 

The organizati'On of the working 
class as the leading force in the 
national revolution is of enormous 
importance in view of the emer
gence of all the antag'Onistic class 
f.orces on the 'Open arena. Within 
the all-national upsurge against 
Kremlin rule, representatives 'Of 

bourgeois counter-revolution are 
undoubtedly at work. Backward 
strata of the workers, and particu
larly layers 'Of the city and coun
tryside petty..;bourgeoisie, have 
c'Ome to identify communism with 
Kremlin and bureaucratic tyranny. 
Bourg-e'Ois slogans, parties and the 
Catholic Church are bound to make 
their appeal to' these strata. In 
these circumstances the soviet or
ganization of the industrial w'Ork
ers, imbued with the consciousness 
that the fate of the revolution de
pends on their leadership of all 
the w'Orking people, is the only 
road to a victorious consummation 
of the national liberation revolu
tion. In this sense, the basic prob
lem now confr'Onting the. revolu
tion is: how can the w'Orkers come 
to realize that' their councils must 

conquer the full power in order to 
achieve 8, genuine, that is, social
ist, independence and w'Orkers 
democracy? 

It is n'Ow clear that as I'Ong as 
the revoluti'Onary masses are on 
the arena the bureaucratic caste 
in Poland and Hungary cannot 
hope to stay in power a single day 
without either breaking demon
strativ:ely with the Kremli1\ 'Or 
accepting its services as a c'Ounter
revolutionary army of occupatiDn. 

The working masses did n'Ot fall 
back in the face of the first armed 
assistance the Kremlin -gave to the 
tottering regime in Hungary. The 
workers and students fought with 
new courage against mechanized 
divisions, won over the Hungarian 
army, armed themselves, struck 
a body blow at the security police 
and forced the Nagy regime to 
break all ties with the Kremlin. 
In large areas of the country the 
workers councils took power. 

At this writing the Kremlin's 
army is entering Budapest once 
again and surrounding the indus
trial cities where the workers hold 
power. The Nagy government has 
been arrested. A Kremlin puppet 
g'Overnment has been appointed. 
Fighting is -g'Oing on in the streets. 
The fate of the revDlution hangs 
in the balance. The movement may 
be thrown back, hut it cannot be 
killed. With capitalism in the West 
besieged by anti-imperialist, anti
capitalist forces, the world situa
tion is extremely favorable f'Or the 
political revolution. The whole of 
Eastern Europe is seething with 
revolutionary discontent. And the 
workers of the Soviet Union itself 
are moving into line for an attack 
on their own bureaucratic rulers. 
The Kremlin ,can at best postpone 
the day of reckoning. With the 
revolutionary uprising of the Rus
sian' w'Orking' class the system of 
bureaucratic rule through'Out the 
Soviet orbit win be smashed. 
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In P'Oland the native caste rulers 
gained a reprieve by quickly shift
ing .. G'Omulka, who had spent four 
years in a Stalinist prison as a 
"TitDist-fascist," into pDwer in 
'Open defiance of Kremlin 'Orders. 
The Polish working class stDDd 
ready to fight tD the death against_ 
the Kremlin's threat 'Of an armed 
attack 'On their revDluti'On. The 
Kremlin drew back and then at
tacked thrDugh Hungary. This 
accelerated revDlutiDnary develop
ments in Hungary and signaled a 
new wave of mass demonstrations 
in Poland. 

The GDmulka regime in Poland, 
as- the short-lived Nagy regime in 
Hungary, represents the interests 
'Of the bureaucracy which was in
stalled in power by the Kremlin's 
bureaucratic-military action fol
lowing W 'Orld War II. The Krem
lin a t first tried ",co-existence" 
with the bourge'Oisie 'Of PDland and 
Hungary 'On the basis 'Of maintain
ing capitalist property. But with 
the 'Opening 'Of the C'Old war the 
Kremlin eliminated the capitalists 
and brought the social-ecDnomic 
,structure 'Of these c'Ountries into 
line with the nationalized and 
planned economy 'Of the Soviet 
Union. This entire process, which 
excluded the social revolutiDnary 
action 'Of the masses, left its deep 
imprint on the subsequent events. 
In the consciousness of the masses 
the Stalinist regimes were stamped 
as agencies of the Kremlin. 

The working class 'Opens its at
tack on the Stalinist regimes in 
PDland and Hungary with both 
countries organized, although in a 
bureaucratic manner, on the fDun
dation of planned and nationalized 
economy. The problem 'Of the 
'working class is to 'Overthrow. the 
bureaucracy and create the work
ers democratic foundations for 
the socialized structure. All evi
dence indicates that this is pre
cis,ely the basic tendency of the 
revolution in action. 

The Gomulka regime, however, 
manifests considerably different 
tendencies than those 'Of the revo .. 
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luti'Onary workers. Faced by the 
pressur·e of the masses, it was 
forced to break with the Kremlin 
and seek ,some semblance of PDP
ular sUPPDrt in ord~r to 'Continue 
in power. Since the workers still 
lack the consciousness to bring the 
new":born Soviets to power, the 
Gomulka regime seeks to reinforce 
its collapsing rule by f'Orming 
"people's front" alliances with ele
ments . fr'Om the remnants 'Of the 
bourgeoisie, peasant party 'leaders, 
bourgeois nationalists, and the 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church. 
A t the same time it displays a 
tendency t'O flirt with Western 
diplomacy in the manner 'Of Tito. 

Without a workers revDlution
ary sDiution of the crisis, the capi
talist elements could find support 
in the peasantry, who suffered the 
terrible crimes of the bureaucratic 
collectivizati'Ons. Thus by carry
ing through a political revolution 
the w'Orkers will be deepening the 
.sDcialist r,evolution and aiming 
their mDst powerful blows at the 
threat of capitalist restoration. 

But isn't it safer to entrust the 
safeguarding of the progressive, 
anti-capitalist property forms to 
the Kremlin armies rather than 
to a "problematical" workers poli
tical revolution? This is the kind 
of question that runs through the 
consciousness of many .who were 
educated by Stalinism. No, it is 
not safer. The Kremlin bureau
cracy is the weakest link in the 
defense of the Soviet Union and 
the fundamental conquests of the 
Russian Revolution. The destruc
tion 'Of the caste rule alone can 
open up the road to a forward 
march of socialism in the Soviet 
orbit and on a world scale. 
Conversely, the greatest blow to 
the defense 'Of the Soviet Union 
would be the crushing of the Po
lish and Hungarian revolutiDns. 
World capitalism would then have 
the pretext and the conditions to 
pursue its pDlicy of "liberation." 
In the face of revolutionary 
masses imperialism is helpless. 
Faced by a Kremlin-army.occupied 

Eastern Europe, with the revolu .. 
tionary. workers crushed, with a 
Red Army that is sickened by its 
counter-revolutionary role, the im
perialist threat would be far 
greater than it is today. 

The workers vanguard cannot 
waver for one moment in taking 
sides 100 percent with the nation
al independence aspirations of the 
peoples of Hungary and Poland as 
against the Kremlin. Revolution
ary socialists will say : We are with 
you in your s.truggle for national 
freedorn. Remember that such 
freedom will never be achieved 
throug h imperialism an1d capital
ism but only through your own 
revolutionary power. Revolution
ary socialists will appeal to the 
workers of all of Eastern Europe 
and above all of the Soviet Union 
to come to the aid of their brothers 
and sisters in Poland and Hun
gary. RevDlutionary socialists wiII . 
appeal to the sDldiers of the Red 
Army to refuse to carry out the 
Kremlin's counter - revolutionary 
orders. Revol utionary socalists 
will call upon the workers in capi
talist countries to remain vigilant 
against any attempt 'Of the impe
rialists to take advantage 'Of the 
crimes of the Stalinist counter
revolutionists in order to ·launch 
their attack 'On the Soviet Union. 

Above all, revolutionary social
ists throughout the wDrld \yill do 
everything in their power to help 
the Soviet and East European 
workers build their revolutionary 
parties. '\Vhatever the ebbs and 
flows of the political revolution, 
whatever n10mentary setbacks it 
will suffer, the workers will come 
to realize that they must organ
ize their 'Own political party, com· 
pletely independent from the bu
reaucracy. Through organizati'On 
and the building of Bolshevik par
ties the Soviet and Eastern Euro
pean working class will coordinate 
its movements, harness its forces, 
choose the right moment, launch 
its general offensive, and carry the 
struggle for socialism forward to 
complete victory. Nov. 4, 195Q 
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On the 39th Anniversary of the Russian Revolution 

The "Russianu Question 
and 

The "American" Question 
A Contribution to the Discussion 
Of the Regroupment of Revolutionary 
Socialist Forces in the United Slates 

O N the thirty-ninth anni
versary of the Russian 
Revolution, the influence 

of this greatest upheaval in the 
history of humanity- is still very 
much with us. We mean the radi
cal movement, not the capitalist 
press where the question, of 
course, finds its perennial dis
torted reflection among these 
highly class-conscious organs of 
Big Business. 

What has stirred 'up the radical 
movement in America is not a 
new wave of mass unrest in this 
country turning toward the So
viet Union for inspiration and 
leadership, but a new turn in the 
Soviet Union itself, a ferment 
among the Soviet people that hag 
generated a crisis in the top cir
cles of the Stalinist 'bureaucracy. 
The most dramatic evidence of 
this was Khrushchev's confession 
at the Twentieth Congress of 
some of the crimes and betrayals 
committed by the late Stalin. 

That this long overdue confes
sion should have such resounding 
repercussions in the American 
radical movement, as well as else
where, is a good sign, an encour
aging omen on the thirty-ninth 
anniversary of the 1917 overturn. 
The discussion that has begun 
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marks an important turning point, 
it must be recognized, in the con .. 
struction of the revolutionary so
cialist movement in America. 

The Russian Revolution has 
dominated the thinking of radical 
workers in all parts of the world 

An Editorial Statement 

for almost four decades now. How 
could it be otherwise? In its es
sence the Russian Revolution was 
international in character, a 
mightM victory of the world work
ing class, the first of the series 
of successes needed to build a 
world-wide planned economy on 
the technical foundations achieved 
by capitalism. Consequently radi
cal workers could not help but 
regard the Russian Revolution 
with the greatest enthusiasm; 
first of all as a proletarian gain 
to be defended from imperialist 
attack; secondly - and perhaps 
more important - as an example 
to be studied. The teachings of 
Lenin and Trotsky, the universal. 
ly recognized leaders of the revo
lution, became textbooks that re
tain their yalue to this day. 

In the years of reaction and 
counter. revolution when the Sta-

linist crew usurped power and 
murdered the generation of Lenin 
and Trotsky, the Russian Revolu. 
tion nevertheless continued to ex
ercise its influence on radical
minded workers; for, despite Sta
lin and his gang, the economic 
foundations laid down by the Bol
sheviks following the October 
Revoluti9n proved capable of con
verting backward Russia into the 
second power of the world; and 
this demonstration of the viability 
of planned economy and its po
tential for the future inspired 
new millions of workers and op
pressed peoples around the world. 

True enough, the cancerous 
growth of Stalinism turned many 
away from the Soviet Union; and 
even some who should have known 
better became discouraged, gave 
up the workers state because of 
its degeneration and sought to 
justify their change by novel 
theories about the Stalinist bu
reaucracy being a new ruling 
class instead of just a parasitic 
formation. We may hope that ar:x~> 
least a few of these former de- \. 
fenders of the Soviet Union who 
still consider themselves revolu
tionary socialists will now recon-
sider their position in the light / 

;..-

of the new events. Hasn't the Rus. \ 
sian Revolution served sufficient '1 
notice that it is still alive? _---;~ 

To us it seems that a new stag~-~" 
has opened in the development of 
the workers state created by the 
revolution of 1917. This stage an
nounced its appearance with the 
uprisings in East Germany, the 
slave-labor camps and Poznan, on 
the one hand, and by the crisis 
these events precipitated, 'on the 
other hand, in the Stalinist bu
reaucracy. The Twentieth Con
gress marked a visible turning 
point, for it transmitted the pres-

,sures developing within the Soviet 
Union into the Commuriist Par
ties abroad, and in this country 
especially ·confronted the radical 
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movement with the question of a In the Communist Party the 
regr,oupment of forces. contrast between the reactions of 

Up to 'now, the Shachtmanites, the rank and file and the leader
who were once defenders of the ship to Khrushchev's revelations 
Soviet Union, have commented on at the Twentieth Congress is nota
this development but have proved ble. To date - three-fourths of a 
incapable of intervening actively year later - not a single nation
and participating" in the discussion ally known party leader has \len
that is now going on in the tured to express an independent 
American radical movement about opinion about the crimes and be
making a fresh start. The reason trayals committed under Stalin. 
for this is the refusal of the Not one has come out with a bold 
Shachtmanites to defend the So- demand for the whole truth and 
viet Uniop. They thus exclude nothing but the truth, still less 
themselves at the ground level sought to draw a balance sheet 
from serious consideration. Their from vvhich radical-minded work
position on the "Russian" ques- ers could draw a revolutionary 
tion, as has been the case in the lesson. Instead the entire lead
radical movement since 1917, de- ership has stalled for time, await
termines the. limits of their ef- ing further signals from the bu. 
fectiveness . in answering the reaucrats in Moscow, and mean
"American" ijuestion. while has utilized the Twentieth 

~ ,.;, Similarly with the Socialist Congress for a plunge to the right, 
J Party, unreasoning opposition to ·toward deeper involvement in the 

the Soviet Union, without discri- Democratic Party and the hunt 
mination between the good and for respectability in the infamous 
the bad, discredits what they trarlition of the Social Democracy. 

(
have to say. What radical-minded It woulrl be difficult to find more 
worker cares to consider the opin- convincing testimony to the cor

) ions of Norman Thomas on this ruption instilled in these function .. 
-<-\ subject when you can get it aries by their years of training I straight from the State Depart- in the school of Stalinism. Unless 
",-ment? (we witness a serious break with 

As for the Socialist Labor Par- \ the past among CP leaders it 
~ ty, Daniel DeLeon, prescient {'would be foolhardy to count on 

'/ ~~) though he was, failed to foresee j them to make any contribution to 
) the highly complex and ,contradic- / the problem of revolutionary re

tory development of a workers '\..[roupment in this country. 
state suffering degeneration and The rank and file of the COnl
therefore left no set of rules to munist Party, on the other hand, 
go by in such a situation. This are demonstrating a most heart
cannot be held against DeLeon, ening concern about drawing the 
for no other MarxistJeader of his correct lesson from their experi. 
time foresaw it either, but it placed ence. N Q doubt a considerable sec-

, those 'who have made a cult of De tion of the membership will suffer 
Leon in an unfortunate position. demoralization in the absence of 
In refusing to defend the Soviet a rallying center around a nation
Union they find themselves in the ally known leader. But impressive 
company of the class enemy and evidence continues to pile up as 
therefore in opposition to every- to the number of genuinely com
thing DeLeon fundamentally stood munist-minded workers for whom 
and fought for. Aside from this, the painful shock of Khrushchev's 
the Socialist Labor Party-what- revelations became the starting 
ever else it may be aCCused of - point of a new orientation. They 
cannot honestly be held guilty of are making independent investiga
displaying an interest in the re- tions of the real role of. Stalin
groupment of the Americanradi- ism both in the Soviet Union and 
cal movement. in the United States. They want 
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the truth. They want it as the 
basis for a fresh start in building 
a revolutipnary socialist party in 
America. Consequently they are 
examining the records of the vari
ous tendencies that avow them
selves to be socialist, while at the 
same time they are considering 
once again the whole problem of 
the road to socialism in the United 
States. 

From the reports of members 
of the Socialist Workers Party 
about discussions with the rank 
and file of the Communist Party 
in cities all over the country, we 
would say that the dominant urge 
of an honest communist worker 
coming out of the shock of the 
Twentieth Congress is to go 
"back to Lenin." In this he is not 
lTIuch different from the Russian 
W'orkerwho learned about Stalin
ism from first-hand experience. 
Secondly, we would say that the 
a verage thinking member of the 
Communist Barty, not without 
some embarrassment at first, 
sees Trotskyism in a new light. 
Perhaps Trotskyism was, a sec. 
tarian tendency, he thinks, but 
it was certainly not fascist as 
Stalin claimed and it turned out 
to be dead right about Stalin's 
final role. He can see no legiti
mate reason any longer for ex
cluding the/ Socialist Workers 
Party from the' discussion and 
from participation in any new 
formation that may shape up. 

Thus the events in Russia, par
ticularly the turn at the T .. wen
tieth Congress, have placed on the 
agenda of the American radical 
movement the question of re
groupment. Since the most im
portant problem involved here is 
the one of program, we would. 
lj.ke to turn to this now. 

What kind of party is needed 
in America? The feeling of Com
munist Party members that we 
must keep in mind the views. of 
Lenin' on this question. is, we are 
convinced; completely correct. 
However, since much abuse has 
been made of Lenin,'s views, it is 
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·necessary,. we' think; to sp~l1 
things out -as he did., Otherwise 
we can be misunderstood as ad .. 
vocating the monolithic structure 
developed by Stalin to maintain 
his personal dictatorship. 

What we need is a party with 
complete internal democracy. Of
ficials must be placed under the 
effective control of the member
ship through regularly held con
ventions and elections. Every 
member must be guaranteed full 
opportunity to present his inde
pendent views to the entire party 
through written and oral dIscus
sion; and, if he wishes to organ
ize a grouping to advance' a plat
form, that right must be guaran
teed, too, for without this right 
party democracy is a sham. Such 
internal 'oemocracy must be com
plemented by majority rule in ac
tion so that when a discussion is 
finished the minority loyally 
abides by the maj ority decision 
and' helps carry it out. In return 
the majority must respect the. 
right of the minority to retain 
its views, pending the further 
test of events, and guarantee to 
the minority the possibility of 
becoming the majority in subse
quent oiscussion. Lenin called this 
form of party organization "demo
cratic centralism." You won't find 
it in the A'merican Communist 
Party today. In fact the draft 
resolution prepared by the leader
ship for the coming convention 
speCifically prohibits factioris. * 

The opposition to Lenin's views 
on the question' of party organiza
tion has never been inarticulate. 
It would be easy to find objec
ti:ons over _ the past half century 
and more that could serve for pur
poses of illustration in further
ing the discussion. However, it 

,~ It is worth noting in passing that, 
aside from the question of principle 
involved, the prohibition of factions 
casts an illuminating light on the real 
views of these Stalinist leaders about 
a regroupment - they start out by 
gagging any organized dissident o.pin
ion in the ranks of the CDmmunist 
Party; and that's after the Twentieth 
Congress! 

win perhaps pro<ve~ more fruitful 
to confine ourselves to some of 
the objections being voiced to<bty 
among those in favor of regroup
ment in America. 

In the ranks of the Communist 
Party a current is developing that 
puts in question the tenets of 
Leninism insofar as they might 
be applied to America. We are not 
referring here to the revisionism 
advocated by the /leatiership, but 
to a moo'(} apparent in the rank 
and file. In the / correspondence 
from readers published by the 
Daily Worker since the Twentieth 
Congress, for instance, one notes 
expressions of doubt about "cen
tralism." We take this to be at 
bo~tom not a reconsideration of 
what Lenin advocated but rebel
lion over what the Stalinist leao
erf?hip has been practicing in the 
n'gme of Lenin; namely, bureau
cratic suppression of rank and 
file opiriion. As the discussion de
veldps we can hope that this mis
interpretation of Leninism will 
be ironed out along with a lot 
of other misconceptions about 
revolutionary socialism. 

More important is the objection 
offered by the editors of the 
Monthly Review, who, we recog
nize,. are quite interested in the 
regroupment of the radical move
ment. Huberman ano Sweezy un
doubtedly reflecf the opinions of 
many' who have become disillu
sioned with the Am'erican Com-

o munist Party but who retain 
their faith in the Soviet Uniori. 
In the May 1956 issue of the 
Monthly Review, in response to 
an appeal from Art Sharon, Cam
paign Manager of the Socialist 
Workers Party, for support to 
Farrell Dobbs for President, Hu
berman and Sweezy said: 

"The SWP, he [Sharon] appears to 
be saying, bases itself on Leninism and 
the conquests of the Russian RevolutiDn. 
Is this the correct and appropriate po
sition for the American left to take? 
With regard to the conquests of the 
Russia!! Revolution, the answer is an 
unqualified affirmative .. ~ . Is the same 
true of Leni-nism? In our view the an
swer depends on what you understand , \ 

by the term. < Lenin w~fs one of the great
est me!1 who ever lived, and much of 
what he a~complished in the fields of 
thought and action has universal valid
ity. But Lenin was also the master 
strategist of a revolution that tDok 
place under unique historic:al and geo
graphical conditions, and some of his 
most fruitful ideas and discoveries were 
designed to cope with the problems Df 
the Tsarist empire in the wDrld of the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies. How far they are applicable to 
other countries and times therefore de:
pends to a very large extent on how 
closely conditions resemble those Df 
pre-1917 Russia .... 

"This is not the place to attempt 
to settle the question of how much of 
Leninism has relevance < and validity for 
the United States at mid-century. But 
it is a good place to. state that for 
our part we are certain that not all 
of it has, and that the kind of undis
criminating acceptance of Leninism as 
a' whole and without qualification that 
has always characterized both the SWP 
and the CP can be, has been, and will 
continue to be a fatal political error ..• 
One of the main purpDses of the dis
cussion which is now going on in left 
wing circles. . . must be ,precisely to 
re-.assess past relations and attitudes 
not only to Stalinism but also to Lenin
ism. And among the points that <!annot 
a:ld should not be avoided are the na
ture of ~he Leninist party itself and 
tlte Leninist conception of the socialist 
international." 

Earlier in the article, the edi
tors assailed the SWP for its 
"Russian" orientation: 

"At bottom. the weakness and sec
tarianism of the SWP has had precise
ly the same roots as the weakness and 
sectarianism of the Communist Party: 
Both... have been dominated by Soviet 
developments; neither has ever succeed
ed in workiI:g out American solutions 
for American proble~s." 

There is certainly more than a 
grain of truth in the contention 
that both the SWP and ;the CP 
have been dominated by Soviet 
developments. However, as we ex
plained earlier, this has been true 
of all radical tenden'cies since the 
Russian Revolution, induding the 
Huberman-Swee7.Y tenoency. In 
and of itself what is bad about 
this? The Russian Revolution was 
the first great test of the theory 
of Marxism; and while Marxism 
is not specifically Russian its cor
rectness was confirmed on Rus .. 
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sian ~oi1. The Russian Revolution, 
moreover, was a triumph for the 
tendency of revolutionary, ortho. 
dox Marxism as against the revi
sionist, reformist tendency, which, 
again, was not specifically Rus. 
sian. Small wonder then that the 
whole international w 0 r k e r s 
movement shaped itself around 

, the question: For or against Bol. 
shevism? Later, when the work
ers state was engulfed by Stalin. 
ist reaction, the international 
movement once more split into two 
basic camps: Stalinism versus 
Trotskyism. 

What is decisive, it seems to us, 
is how the working.class move
ment was influenced by Soviet 
developments. We know how the 
Social iDemocracy was influenced. 
It lined up with the capitalist ene
mies of the Soviet Union and to 
this oay functions as an agency 
of capitalist policy within the 
working class. 

'Ve know how the Communist 
Parties unoer Stalinist domina
tion were influenced. They be
came agencies of the Soviet bu_ 
reaucracy's foreign policy and 
thus were transformed from revo
lutionary parties into 'Organs of 
class betrayal, as we see today in 
the case of the American Com. 
munist Party"s support of the 
Democratic Party. 

We know how the Trotskyist 
movement was influenced. It 
fought against the Stalinist de
generation in the Soviet Union 
and the corrupting of the Com
munist International. When the 
counter.revolutionary bureaucra
cy triumphed, the Trotskyist 
movement proclaimed the need for 
a new international, the Fourth 
International, and for new revo
lutionary parties everywhere, in. 
eluding the Soviet Union. The 
Trotskyist movement fought for 
the revolutionary regeneration of 
the Soviet Union decade after de. 
cade. What do the new events in 
the USSR signify if not the be
ginning of the achievement of 
tha t goal through the independent 
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class action of the Russian work. 
ers? 

In the struggle against Stalin. 
ist degeneration, the Trotskyist 
movement sought to work out 
strategic and tactical solutions for 
the problems facing the revolu· 
tionary movement in all the rna. 
j or countries. When the prevail. 
ing Stalinist and reformist poli
cies led the workers movement to 
defeat after, defeat, the Trotsky
ists did their best to analyze the 
causes and consequences and thus 
help prepare the vanguard for 
new advances. The body of revo. 
lutionary literature created dur
ing these years oeserves to be 
studied, it seems to us, before 
further judgments are offered on 
the capacity of the Trotskyist 
movement for independent 
thought. 

Now how was the Monthly Re. 
view influenced by Soviet devel. 
opments? It must be said frank
ly - how can you have a serious 
discussion without frankness? -
that the Monthly Review served 
principally as a magazine of apol. 
ogy for the Kremlin bureaucracy. 
Isn't that so? For instance, the 
Monthly Review thought that the 
Moscow Trials were not frame
ups. It described the post-war 

. purges and frame.ups in Eastern 
Europe as "more or less exten. 
sive personnel shakeups." It was' 
convinced that the June 1953 gen
eral strike in East Germany was 
the work of Western imperialist 
provocateurs. It ev~n accepted the 
notorious frame.up in the Soviet 
Union of the Jewish doctors. . . 

We do not think that any pur. 
pose is served by simply raking 
up past errors from which nothing 
can be learned. However, since the 
Monthly Review has not yet dis
closed what it thinks about these 
past positions, how are we to 
know that any lessons were 
learned by the editors? It seems 
to us that the regroupment of 
radicals in America could only be 
hastened and placed on a more 
solid basis if Hube~man and 
Sweezy, as, a contribution, would 

review the special way in which 
they were dominated by Soviet de. 
velopments. Can prestige consider· 
ationR be permitted to stand in 
the way of drawing up a balance 
sheet that would -help in the edu
cation of every radical in Amer
ica? Surely the work of building 
the revq) utionary socialist move
ment in America is austere enough 
to enable all of us to overlook 
the personal embarrassment that 
is involved in such questions! 

The special JulY-August 19,56 is. 
sue of the Monthly Review at
tempted to answer the question: 
"Wha t goes on in the Soviet 
Union ?" Since the entire issue 
was devoted to the Twentieth 
Congress, we hoped that it would 
include an analysis of the past 
positions held by the editors. We 
are frank to confess, moreover, 
that our curiosity had been con
siderably whetted by the four
months' silence of the magazine 
following Khrushchev's revela
tions. However, the eOitors, de-
spite their insistence on scholar
ship in some other questions, did 
not venture to examine their own 
p~st positions. Instead they an
nounced that they had "encoun_ 
tered" a total of three "theories" 
worthy of note in accounting for 
what goes on in the Soviet Union: 
(1) The official explanation of 
Khrushchev and Co., (2) the pre
vailing theory in Western impe. 
rialist circles, and (3) Deut
scher's theory. Of the three they 
elect Deutscher's theory as "on the 
whole a gooo one." 

Are we correct in assuming 
that by accepting Deutscher's 
theory, Huberman and Sweezy 
thereby discard their own past 
theories of what goes on in the 
Soviet Union? If so, that is some 
advance, although, in our o'pinion, 
not much. Deutscher's theory is 
essentially that the Soviet bureau
cracy can be expected to under. 
take its own self-reform. (For an 
analysis of Deutscher's views see 
"Trotsky or Deutscher," by James 
P. Cannon, in the Winter 1954 is
sue of Fourth International.) The 
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'PrO&kyist VIew is that the So.:. 
viet bureaucracy can -be expected 
to grant concessions, under the 
pressure of mass unrest but it will 
finally be liquidated only by a 

,political revolution undertaken by 
the Soviet working dass. 

Whatever one may think of 
Deutscher's conclusions, it must 
be recognized that he appreciates 
the struggle of Trotskyism against 
Stalinism as a factor in Soviet 
politics. His main literary work 
in recent years has been an ef. 
fort to assess Trotsky's ideas and 
his~ impact in the world. The 
Mon-thly Review, however, while 
plaCing the laurels on Deutscher's 
head does not even mention the 
Trotskyist analysis and record of 
struggle against Stalinism. They 
act ~s if they had never heard of 
Trotsky. This appears to us to be 
another lapse in their scholar
ship.* 

Let, us returIl to the question 
6f the relevance and validity of 
leninism for the United States. 
As a contribution to the discus. 
sion, we believe that Lenin him. 
self should be given the floor. As 
the Monthly Review' acknowl
edg~s, "much. of what heaccom. 
plished in the fields of thought 
~nd action has universal validity." 
Lenin's accomplishments in the 
field' of party organization should 
be included, we think, in this fine 
compliment to "one of the great
est men who ever lived ... " 

,* Editors Cochran, Braverman and 
Geller, who have been trying to shape 
their American Socialist into a perfect 
satellite of the Monthly Review, also 
say that "Isaac Deutscoher is being 
proven right." Taking their lead from 
Huberman and Sweezy, they also act 
- unlike Deutscher himself - as if 
they had never heard of Trotsky'S 
theoTY of Soviet development; which 
is stTange. since Trotsky's voluminous 
wTltings on the subject aTe in pTint 
and easily available to students and 
re'search wOTkers. Do they really believe 
that Trotskyism can be excluded fr-,>m 
the -discussion of the Tegroupment of 
the American radical movement the 
way Cochran recently excluded half his 
own following from the American So
cialist Union '/ 
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Two 'and a' h.tf years after the 
victory of the October 1917 so
cialist revolution in Russia, Lenin 
published his "Left. Wing" Com
muWism, an Infantile Disorder: A 
Popular Essay' in Marxian Stra
tegy . and Tactics. In this pamph. 
let the founder and leader of Rus. 
sian Bolshevism offered the in
ternational working.dass van
guard some of the essential les
sons to be drawn from the Rus
sian Revolution. H~hald that these 
lessons ha\d" principled; signif~
cance; that is, universal applica
bility for the workers revolution .. 
ary movement of all countries. 
He was convinced that the inter
national significance of the Octo
ber Revolution m~ant "the inter
national validity or the historic 
inevitability of a' repetition on an 
internatioqal scale of what has 
taken place here, [in Russia]." 

'. Lenin, we must recall, wrote 
this eSsay to combat the tendency 
of young and immature Commu
nist parties to ape Russian Bolshe .. 
vism instead of studying and ap
piying its' basic m'ethod to the 
peculiarities of their own coun
tries. Precisely for this reason he 
urged the comm,unists of other 
countries to accompany their greet
ings to the victorious Soviet 
power with a "profound analysis 
of the reasons why the Bolsheviks 
were 'able to build up the discipline 
the· revolutionary proletariat 
needs," as "one of the fundamen
tal conditions for the victory over 
the bourgeoisie." 

In his efforts to cure the young 
Communist parties of the infantile 
disorder that made a leftist cari. 
cature of ,Bolshevism, Lenin in
sisted they study the history of 
Bolshevism during the "whole pe
riod of its existence." Lenin 
thought the lessons of the past 
have meaning for the present, as 
in fact they do. 

The 14 years from 1903 to 1917 
-,the years Bolshevism took 
shape in the struggle against the 
petty.bourgeois tendencies of 
Menshevik opportunism and So-

cial mevo1utionary pseudo.Tadical: 
ism - were,in Lenin's view, the 
heritage' of the world working
class vanguard. In his opinion, the 
inner.party_ factional struggles of 
these years; as well as. the years 
from 1917 to 1920, were a school 
of preparation and training, not 
merely for the Russian revolu. 
tionists, but for the working class 
of the world. 

To the revolutionary vanguard 
in other countries, Lenin said: 
Yes, you have something to learn 
from our revolution - something 
that is fundamental and vital to 
the success of your own revolu
tion - but you must study the 
history of our revolution and its 
:~reparation seriously and apply 
its lessons wisely in the light of 
the concrete peculiarities of your 
own national and cultural de .. 
velopment. 
, A~ for. the leaders of the Sec
ond International, and in partic
ular its Kautskyan "revolution .. 
ary" wing, who . rej ected the Rus
sian Revolution as a school for 
the strategy and 'tactics of the in .. 
ternational working class, Lenin 
had only the sharpest condemna .. 
tion. "Leaders of the Second In
ternational," he said, '~such as 
Kautsky in Germany, and Otto 
Bal'ler and Friedrich Adler in 
Austria, failed to understand [the 
international significance of the 
Russian Revolution] and they 
thereby proved to be reactiona
ries and advocates Df the worst 
kind of opportunism and social 
treachery." 

In his popular essay on Marxist 
strategy and' tactics, Lenin 
stressed that Bolshevism was able 
to make a 'historic contribution 
to the world revolutionary move
ment only because it was founded 
on the "granite theoretical basis" 
of Marxism and had assimilated 
the best international revolution
ary . thought from the older move .. 
ments ,in the West. On this score 
he said: 

"The correctness of this - and only 
this -revolutionary theory [Marxism} 
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has been proved not only by the ex
perience of all countries throughout the 
nineteenth century, but particularly by 
the experience ·of the wanderings and 
vacillations, the mistakes and disap
pointments of revolutionary thought in 
Russia. For nearly half a century -
approximately from the 'forties to the 
'nineties - advanced thinkers in Rus
sia, under the oppression of an unpre
cedented, savage and reactionary tsar
dom, eagerly sought for the correct 
revolutionary theory and followed eae'h 
and every 'last word' in Europe and 
America in this s,phere with astonish
ing diligence and tho1'oughness. Russia 
achieved Marxism, the only correct 
revolutionary theory, virtually through 
suffering, by a half century of unpre
cedented revolutionary heroism, incredi
ble energy, devoted searching, study, 
testing in practice, disappointment, veri
fication and comparison with European 
experience. Thanks to the enforced emi
gration e'aused by tsardom, revolution
ary Russia in the second half of the 
nineteenth century possessed a wealth 
of international connections and excel
lent information about world forms and 
theories of the revolutionary movement 
such as no other country in the world 
possessed." 

Lenin thus explained how Bol
shevism had "won the right" to 
introduce something new and vi
tally significant to the world 
movement, the concept of a com
bat party. The concept was based 
on the totality of all valid world 
revolutionary experience and 
theory up to that time. The con
cept was not peculiar to Rusisia. 
It was simply applied under the 
conditions peculiar to Russia. 

Today, 39 years after the Oc
tober Revolution, we believe that 
the Anlerican workers should give 
Lenin a hearing. We think that 
it is the duty of those who believe 
in socialism to present Lenin fair
ly and fully to the American au
dience. That is why we are con
vinced of the importance of dis
cussing Leninism in the regroup
ment of the American radical 
movement. 

We are similarly convinced that 
the storehouse of revolliltionary 
experience accumulated since 
Lenin's death in 19-24 must be con
sidered part of the heritage of 
the revolutionary vanguard in 
America. There are the rich and 
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indispensable lessens provided by 
the evolution of the Soviet state 
following Lenin's death. These, we 
think, will prove of extraordinary 
interest to members of the Com. 
munist Party now that they are 
faced with the task of explaining 
to American workers how a fig. 
ure like Stalin could come to 
power and why it can't happen 
in America. 

There are the lessons, learned 
at fearful cost, of the struggle 
against fascism. Stalinism, by its 
fatal policies, helped pave the way 
for both Hitler and Franco. Trot
sky, on the other hand, assembled 
everything in the arsenal of Marx. 
ist theory in the struggle against 
fascism. His works on this sub
ject will prove invaluable to the 
American workers, in our opin
ion; for the defense ~ainst a 
fascist bid for power will loom 
large among the exceptionally 
difficult problems facing the 
American workers as they move 
toward socialism. 

The struggle against imperial. 
ist war, the defense of the Soviet 
Union against imperialist attack 
and the colonial areas against im
perialist domination likewise have 
provided rich material t hat 
should, we feel, be brought to the 
attention of workers who have 
come to realize that there is no 
escape from the evils of capitalism 
except through socialism. 

The Marxist material accumula
ted in recent years should prove 
of great help, we are convinced, 
in providing deeper insights into 
the issues now under discussion 
in the Communist Party and its 
periphery - peaceful road to so
cialism, peaceful co-existence, mul· 
ti.class coalitions, working-class 
independence in politics, how to 
avoid sectarianjsm, etc. These 
questions we leave for later dis
cussion. In this article we wished 
only to emphasize the need to 
seriously consider the application 
of Leninism to the problem of 
building a revolutionary socialist 

party in the peculiar condition.~ 
of America. 

We think that a party con
structed along Leninist lines would 
prove a great asset to the Amer. 
ican working class, in fact is in
dispensable to the victory of so
cialism in America. We agree that 
it cannot be simply a Russian 
importation - Lenin himself, as 
indicated above, rejected that in
fantile applic~tion of his concept. 
We agree that the Leninist con. 
cept of the party must be "Amer
icanized," given a specific Amer
ican application. 

We believe that all theories of 
party organization should now be 
put on the table for full and free 
consideration. In the unfolding 
discussion over what kind of party 
a regrouped radical movement 
should build in America, we for 
our part will defend the ~oncept 
of Leninism. 

As we indicated at the begin. 
ning, the discussion now opening 
up is a mQst important one. It 
does not occur, it must be em
phasized, in response to a wave of 
radicalization among the Amer
iean workers. It was touched off 
by the appearance of a new stage 
in the development of the Rus
sian Revolution. Consequently, it 
can be expected that it will large
ly be confined to the class-con. 
scious vanguard, those who are al
ready convinced socialists and sup
porters of the Soviet Union. But 
the regroupment of these forces 
around a correct program consti
tutes an essential part of the prep
aration for the coming stage when 
the American working class will 
inevitably move in aU their mil
lions into the political arena. A 
thorough discussion of theoretical 
positions in this period of relative 
quiescence in America will help 
regroup the radical forces and 
build the revolutionary socialist 
leadership needed for success 
when the next wave of mass 
radicalization brings with it the 
opportunity for action on a big 
scale. 
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Discussion from the British Communist Party 

The Case 
For S,ocialism 

by the Editors of the "The Reasoner" 

We published our first number 
in mid-July. It sold out in three 
weeks. We have now received close 
on three hundred letters from 
readers, the great majority weI. 
coming the journal. All voice dis. 
quiet, self-questioning, the need 
for fresh Marxist analysis, for So. 
cialist discussion with a new tem. 
per and direction. All have helped 
us, and we thank those who have 
written. 

But the letters also raise a ques
tion. In our first number we em
phasized that this is a discussion 
journal, written, in the main, by 
Comm unists and addressed in the 
first place to Communists. Why 
have so many readers written to 
us, but without thought of publi. 
cation? Why have so few sought 
to address other readers, to take 
up ar4d cwrry forwwrd the discus ... 
sion? 

We think there are two main 
reasons. First the discussion is 
still in a primitive, a negative and 
partially destructive, stage. Cher. 
ished illusions have been shed. But 
they have not yet been replaced 
by new and positive affirmations. 
Problems are seen more clearly: 
but practical solutions have yet 
to be presented. And the first 
number of The Reasoner reflected 
this negative phase of the discus. 
sion. 

In the second place, The Rea. 
SO'lwr has almost been drowned 
in infancy by the waters of argu
ment about discussion itself: 
what is ,the place for discussion, 
how do ideas grow and develop, 
how can theoretical controversies 
(which can never be decided, ini. 
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tially, by majority decisions) take 
place within the structure of a 
party of action where, rightly, the 
discipline of majority decisions 
must prevail? . 

The contributions in this num
ber from Ronald Meek, Doris Less. 
ing, and Professor Hyman Levy 
show the very wide implications 
of this controversy: indeed, the 
discussions around the rights of 
minorities, and this unofficial pub. 
lication, have revealed a central 
place of conflict between the needs 
of united, disciplined action on the 
one hand, and the claims of hon. 
est and unrestricted discussion 
and inquiry on the other. 

We are publishing herewith for 
the information of the Amel'ican 
radical movement an extremely 
interesting article from a new 
British publication, The Reasoner. 
This publication, sub-titled "A 
Journal of Discussion," was 
launched by a group of prominent 
members of the British Commu
nist Party and has thus far ap
peared in two issues, dated July 
and September. Attached to the 
second issue is a "Statement" 'by 
the editors, announcing that the 
Executive Committee of the Brit
ish CP has called upon them to 
cease publiC'ation. We are also re
printing herewith this statement. 

By publishing this article and 
statement we do not in any way 
imply either agreement on the 
part of The Reasoner editors with 
our point of view, or our agree
ment with theirs. But we d<> re
gard as notable the editors' in
tense interest in theoretical clar
ity, their insistence on a full and 
frank discussion, and their de
termination to think through all 
the basic questions arising from 
the Twentieth Congress. 

In this controversy, we have 
been guided by one main consid. 
eration: the digcussion must con
tinue. And it must be more frank 
and searching than any at present 
being conducted in official Com
munist journals. For example, 
the Communist Party cannot ef. 
fectively pursue its aim of unity 
if Communists are unwilling to 
enter an honest and self-critical 
discussion of the serious criticisms 
of Communist method and theory 
put forward by Socialists who hold 
the general position of Professor 
G. D. H. Cole. The dis'c.ussion must 
take place across the barriers of 
party loyalties: for this reason, 
we publish among the documents 
in this number certain views of 
two non-Communists, Paul Swee
zy and Leo Huberman, interpre. 
tative of the Soviet Union, which 
pose questions which Communists 
must consider and discuss. Fur. 
ther, we publish a letter from 
Lawrence Daly, until recently a 
member of the Scottish District 
Committee of the Communist Par. 
ty , who has recently resigned his 
membership of the party. Were. 
gret his decision. But is it possi. 
ble to consider realistically the 
problems of recruiting, the need 
for a party of 50,000, questions 
of unity, etc., if we are unwilling 
to receive and. reply to the ar
guments of responsible Commu
nists who have left the party on 
political grounds ? 

The discussion must continue: 
it must be honest: it must cros!s 
party barriers. H ow the discus. 
sion shall be conducted: the per. 
sonal position of the editors: the 
continued existence of The Rea. 
saner as an unofficial publication 
- all these are 'secondary ques. 
tions. 

I t may be that discussion of 
the right way to discuss must be 
carried to some conclusion before 
the discJUssion itself can begin 
in earnest. 
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But let us be clear 'wha.t this 
discussion ig about. There are 
some Communists who are so con
cerned with urgent day-to-day 
struggles that they mistake the 
discussion for a distraction of 
energies. They are prepared to 
adn1it full discussion on certain 
immediate tasks and problems: 
and, within defined limits, discus
sion on certain questions of or
ganization and verbal alterations 
of program. Discussion which does 
not have an immediate bearing 
on these tasks and questions they 
regard with impatience. 

We do not agree with the view, 
implied by a 'Correspondent in our 
first number, that individuals 
must cease political activity while 
fundamental review of theory and 
policy takes pla'Ce. The shock of 
the "revelations" had this initial 
effect upon many of us: but this 
phase is now surely passing? 
Events such·as the B.M.C. [Brit
ish Motor Corp.] strike and the 
Suez 'crisis underline the fact that 
activity and discussion must go 
together and strengthen each 
other. 

But this is no argum~t for any 
limitation of the discussion. Even 
questions of the most genera1 the
ory, such as the nature of dog
matism, have the most direct 
bearing upon our political work: 
first, because they concern the 
very processes by which we in
terpret reality, decide policy, and 
conduct discussion: second, be
cause they have important bear
ings upon the political relations 
of Communists with the labor 
movement. 

Questions of general attitude, 
good faith, political honesty, and 
party history, evem ~vhen- they 
have no obvious bearing on the 
immediate political line, can be of 
the first importance in our poli
tical, as well as personal, rela
tions with people. When Engels 
condemned the early S.D.F. it was 
not because of maj or disagree
ments with its political line, but 
as a result of the abstract, didac-

tic opportunism revealed in its 
approach to the working 'Class: 
"People who pass as orthodox 
Marxists have turned our ideas of 
movement into a fixed dogma to 
be learnt by heart. . . and appear 
as pure sects." And William Mor
ris elevated the same question of 
attitude to a similar level of poli
tical importance: 

I sometimes have a vision of a real 
S0cialist Party at once united and free 
... but the ,S.D.F. stands in the way. 
Although the individual members are 
good fellows enough. . . the society 
has got a sort of pedantic tone of ar
rogance and lack of generosity, whi~h is 
disgusting and does disgust both So· 
cialists and Non-Socialists. 

The Communist Party does not 
share the faults of the early S.D. 
F., nor does it express its sectar
ianism in the same way or to the 
same degree: certain aspects of 
sectarianism are the inevitable re
sult of isolation during the Cold 
War, and will be shed not through 
dis'Cussion but through breaking 
this isolation, through activity 
among the people: but discussion 
will hasten this process and is 
necessary to it. 

This is not ,the heart of the 
question. The discussion, surely, is 
first and foremost about Social
ism? Second, it is about the politi
cal honesty, independence, and ef
fectiveness of the Communist 
Party as a party capable of lead
ing the British people to Social
ism. 

British Communists have take~ 
note of Engels' warnings against 
purism and abstract propagandist 
sects: have' studied Left-Wing 
Communism, and have learnt 
from Lenin that Communists must 
carryon activities "right in the 
heart of the proletarian masses," 
participating in every struggle 
for living standards, peace, and 
social advance. 

But in place of the clear analysis 
of imperialism, the agitational ex
planation of the Socialist alterna
tive, which Engels and Lenin, 
Morris and Tom Mann, knew must 
be carried on alongside and in 

the heart of every struggle, we 
have increasingly substituted, for 
the first, an over-simplified myth 
of the "two camps," and for the 
second, utopian propaganda about 
the Soviet Union as the land of 
Socialism-realized. 
Communi~ts have won indus

trial strength through the cour .. 
age, militancy and intelligence of 
their members in day-to-day 
struggles: but the Communist 
Party has failed to emerge as a 
political il1fluence corresponding 
to the energy and quality of its 
membership - despite repeated 
betrayals both of working-class 
interests and of Socialist princi
ples by reformist Labor leaders 
- precisely because the British 
pt!ople did not believe or trust 
this central political message. 

Into this situation there comes 
the speech of Khrushchev, setting 
out in an its grotesque barbarity 
the political distortions and vio
lations of human rights which 
hav:e taken place - and whkh we 
nave for so long denied - in the 
country which, to a great degree, 
we have substituted in our propa
ganda for the explanation of So
cialism in general and in British 
terms. 

For months Communists have 
been seeking to disentangle many 
confused issues in their minds: 
those aspects of Soviet history 
which can be seen as pre-deter
mined by conditions at the time 
of the Revolution, or made inevit
able by the problem'S of holding 
power in the face of internal and 
external threat: those arISIng 
from the general problems of 
building Socialism in any country: 
-those deriving from specific Rus
sian traditions and culture: those . 
aspects of degeneracy which arose 
in specific, conditions of acute 
conflict and threat, but which out
lived those conditions in certain 
ideological, moral, and institution
al forms: those deriving from the 
particular qualities and failings 
of individual leaders: those or
ganizational or theoretical mani-
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festations of the "Stalin era" 
which have in their turn been re
flected in. the theory and prac
tice of other Communist Parties. 
We ha ve now reached a point 
where all agree that far more 
detailed knowledge, more detailed 
analysis, is necessary. But in all 
this there has run a common 
thread: the problem of disentang
ling the understandirig of the es
sential character of Socialist so
ciety from the specific and con
crete historical problems of the 
Soviet Union - of achieving an 
understanding of Socialism both 
enriched and chastened by the ex
perience of the Soviet people -
and of returning with fresh eyes 
to our own people, our own prob
lems, our own traditions. 

To suggest that we have now 
"had" the discussion, that this or 
that statement "answers" these 
problems, that we can forget 
these unpleasant matters and re
turn to our old tasks in the old 
way, is to retreat from Socialist 
theory itself. 

No Communi!st Party, no party 
aiming at Socialism, can maintain 
the enthusiasm of its members 
if there is to be an inhibition, a 
"closed season," in the discussion 
of its very aims and reason for 
existence. And - while the dis
cussion must focus more and 
more on British problems - this 
surely is why discussion of "the 
Stalin business" must and will go 
on? 

But this is not only a question 
of the enthusiasm of Communists 
and Socialists - of: the inner con
viction which generates activity 
in a hundred day-to. day strug
gles. It is surely impossible that 
any can fail to see that the 
Khrushchev revelations - while 
it is true that they present prob
lems which only the Soviet people 
can solve - while it is true that 
they do not touch the pockets or 
jobs of British workers - affect 
the whole political standing of the 
British Communist Party, and 
its relations with the British peo
ple. 

Statement by the Editors of "The Reasoner" 
T11is number of The Reasoner 

was already printed when we re
ceived the resolution of the E.C. 
of the Communist Party (Sept. 9) 
calling on us to cease publication. 

We \"ish to make it clear that 
\ve have at all times been willing 
to find a solution to the problerfl 
of our unofficial publication, pro
vided that this gave effective 
guarantees that means will be 
found whereby minority views in 
the Communist Party can be fully 
posed, developed and sustained: 
and whereby full and frank dis
cussion, of the type to be found 
in. this number of The Reasoner, 
can continue. In our view the pres
ent facilities in the official press 
are quite inadequate to meet this 
crisis in Communist theory; and 
the editorial control is not such 
as to give confidence that minority 
rights can be safeguarded. . 

Up to this time the leadership 
of the Party has refused to enter 
into any discussion with us on the 
various proposals which we have 
made, nor have they offered any 
compromise on their behalf. 'Ve 
ar2 confident that if the leadel'
ship will suggest means by which 
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full and frank discussion can con
tinue, and minority rights be safe
guarded, a solution can be found 
which will end the present danger 
of dissension. We, on our behalf, 
are - and always have been -
willing to give way to an 'Official 
discussion journal (with ~ertain 
obvious safeguards), and would! be 
g lad to discuss turning The Rea
soner outwards, to fight the in
tellectual battles for Socialism 
among the people in the manner 
of the old Left Review, with a. 
broader and more representative 
editorial board. 

After studying the statement 
of the E.C. which is to appear 
in W oDld News we will be willing 
to submit further information, and 
answers to specific questions, to 
any branch or committee of the 
Communist Party. 

Finally, we wish to make clear 
two points. 1) N one of the con
tributors to this number are in 
any way committed to the above 
statement. 2) We state categori
cally that we are not responsible 
-"- directly or indirec1;ly - for 
releasing information disclosed in 
a Tribune report of last week. 
- J. S. & E/P. T. 11 Sept. 

A reader from nlasgow expres. 
ses this: 

Two people have recently put it 
briefly. One lives in a Lancashire cot
ton town: and when asked what the 
neighbors were saying- about ~he Stalin 
business, replied angrily but hqnestly: 
"They're laughing their heads off." An
other is a university lecturer in Scot
land, who when asked the same' ques
tion about his colleagues, replied: 
"They're not saying much, but they're 
all thinking: 'Let's see you talk your
self out of this one.''' 

The primary datum of the discussion 
is that we are proposing to promote 
political and economi~ change among 
people who regard us with amusement, 
tolerance, and a kindly contempt. They 
are also quite prepared to use us, at 
least individually, if we can serve their 
ends, for example, in doing the donkey
work in Trade Unions and other or
ganizations. 

This is not an issue of sudden 
origin; nor is it one which will 
"soon blow over." It is ridiculous 
to say that the British workers 
"are not concerned with 'the Stalin 
business.' " The fact that they are 
concerned, and were concerned 
long before the 20th Congress, is 
revealed every time a Communist 
- often with wide respect and 
industrial influence - goes to the 
p.olls. So long as the British work
ers suspect the independence, the 
honesty, and the authoritarian ten
dencies of the Communist Party, 
this discrepancy between indus
trial and political influence is 
likely to remain. 

The records of any T.U.C. or 
Labor Party Conference during 
the past ten years show how "the 
Stalin business" has been used by 
reformist leaders to divide the 
movement, and how the quarrel 
about human rights and liberties, 
in which more than once we have 
taken the wrong side, has become 
embedded in the history and even 
in the structure of our labor move
ment. 

Nor have the Khrushchev reve
lations in any sense "rehabilita
ted" Communists on those ques
tions where we have been mis
taken; although they have created 
a situation within which, if we 



ourselves draw the right lessons 
and take the right initiatives, we 
can regain our honesty and inde. 
pendence of judgment and action. 

But "the Stalin business" is here 
to stay. It will not be forgotten 
next year nor in ten years time. 
At the worst, the capitah:st class 
will see to that. Nor will Com
munists, in ten years time, be able 
to look with indifference upon 
those aspects of the history of 
the first Socialist revolution which 
destroyed - by torture, death~ 
and slander - many of its own 
best sons. The "business" is part 
of the Socialist history: it forms. 
a central experience to which So. 
cialist theory must~ constantly re
turn. 

So long as we refuse to face 
these facts, honestly and publicly, 
we are self-defeated in our work, 
and the return from every politi. 
cal action of Communists is dim. 
inished. Fine comrades will re
double their efforts and expend 
their energies in day.to.day strug
gles: they will succeed in allevi
ating suffering here, and in re .. 
straining imperialism there: but 
few results will accrue in the 
deepened political co.nsciousness of 
the British people and the direct 
political. influence of the party. 
The goal of Socialism will be 
brought little nearer. 

What is necessary? 
. First, we must jerk our explana

tion and agitation for Socialism 
sharply out of the old ruts of pro
Soviet propaganda: we must dis
sociate our propaganda of frater. 
nal solidarity with the people of 
the Soviet Union, our explanation 
of their problems and achieve
ments, from the old uncritical ac. 
ceptance of particular leaders, 
particular actions, particular 
forms of political and social ex. 
pression. 

Second, we must re-create -
and first of all within ourselves 
and ou:;.~ party - a much clearer 
understanding of the ch3/racter 
of Socialist society, not only in its 
economic basis .but also in its so-

cial relations and political insti .. 
tutions, and in relation to con
tem.pora.TlI British conditions. 
This is not at all a question of 
writing certain democratic safe
guards into our program. It is a 
question of rekindling enthusiasm 
and imaginative understanding, of 
commencing an analysis of social 
reality with fresh eyes and open 
minds. 

Third, we must take our re. 
freshed Socialist understa1nding, 
and carry the agitation for Social
ism in Britain into the heart o~ 
every day. to.day struggle, raising 
the question of Socialism with a 
new bite, urgency and confidence: 
not as a peroration to our speech
es, nor as a gleam to warm our 
hearts in a hopeless time: not as 
the ultimate target blue in the 
distance beyond foothills of new 
Labor Governments and People's 
Governments: but as a practical, 
common.sense, desirable, and 
(within political reason) imme. 
diate possibility. 

This is nob what we are already 
doing. Our Communist Party still 
has peculiar elements of econo
mism in its thought and practice. 

Starting from the. understand. 
ing that Socialism is not won by 
propaganda speeches, some Com. 
munists have come to elevate the 
day-to. day struggles to the ex. 
clusion of the fight to win the 
minds of the working class. There 
has gradually entered the tenden
cy to view the party as a small 
and disciplined elite, in possession 
(as Marxists) of a correct under. 
standing of the needs, interests, 
and way forward for t~le work
ing class. To some degree the pu. 
rity of the party's doctrine has been 
insured by an exacting c _~thodoxy 
and a highly centralized f ~ructure, 

which has acted as ab ;,rrier to 
the growth of the par-I y itself, 
and hedged round the L litiatives 
of its members among th':; masses. 
Stalinism, and the cult both of 
authority and of the Paty asso. 
ciated with it, have hardened 
these attitudes in Britain also. 

Hence, the Communist tends to. 
see his role as being largely that 
of building influence and connec
tions with the masses and within 
mass organizations, for some pe. 
riod when economic crisis or ex
ternal pressure will bring a mass 
following which the elite will steer 
to power. 

Certainly, we should not slack
en in any way our mass ~ctivity 
around industrial and social is
sues. Certainly, Socialism will not 
come by converting twenty mil
lion people to Marxism by lectures 
and street-corner propaganda. But 
we do suggest that it is urgent 
that we break sharply with the 
outlook which sees these struggles 
as ends! in themselves, as means 
for building the party, as incidents 
within a never-ending perspective 
of' defending living standards 
within a capitalist framework, 
alongside many years of peaceful 
co-existence and peaceful competi
tion. 

It is necessary now to mount 
a propaganda such as has not 
been seen in this country for many 
years to win the minds of the 
British people for Socialism: and 
it is necessary to mount it in ways 
that take fully into account the 
intelligence, experience, democra
tic traditions, and organizational 
maturity of the British working 
class. 

It is imperative to rebuff the . 
actions of British imperialism in 
Cyprus and at Suez: but at the 
same time to explain as never be
fore the nature of imperialism 
and its general weakness. 

It is necessary to resist in every 
way the suffering brought upon 
the British workers by the intro. 
duction of automation: but it is 
also necessary to explain in a new, 
sharp, and imaginative manner 
the general character of monopoly 
capitalism and the perspectives 
opene'd to a Socialist society by 
automation and nuclear power. 

It is necessary to struggle to de
fend and improve existing living 

(Continued on page 137) 
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What We Owe to Him 

Feuerbach -- Philosopher 
Of Materialism 

L
UDWIG Andreas Feuerba~h, 
the fourth SOn of a famous 
German lawyer, was born at 

the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, July 28, 1804. His family 
was bourgeois. A native of South
ern Germany, fiery and passion
ate by te:rnperament, a born fight
·er, his natural element was the 
hurly-burly O'f pub 1 i c life; he 
,needed the widest possible 'contact 
with people, the broadest possible 
arena. This was denied him by 
German reaction. The authorities 
drove him from his ,lIniversity post 
in 1832, refused to reinstate him 
in 1836, barred hi'm from the 
main centers of German intellec
tual life and kept him penned up, 
in virtual exile, in a. provincial 

. cO'rner 'of Bavaria, until his death 
September 13, 1872. 

Many know Feuerbach by name; 
not a few have read ahout him, 
mainly in Marxist literature, but 
nowadays hardly anybody reads 
his books. His writings are not 
readily obtainable either in trans
lation or the original German. Yet 
in the history of human thought 
he occupies an eminent place. For 
a whole decade, from 1840 to 1849, 
he dominated the field of advanced 
philosophy as only Hegel did be
fore him and Marx and Engels 
after him. 

A m 0 n g the revo~utionary
minded generation of his day, 
Feuerbach, the materialist philo
sopher and avowed: opponent of 
theology, was naturally a hero. 
And just as naturally he was hated 
and hounded by reaction, not in 
Germany alone. In England, for 
example, one pillar of the church, 
William Maccall, publicly called 
for the physical annihilation of 
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by John G. Wright 

This articl~ is the last one written 
by John G. Wright. It was accom
panied by the following memo to the 
editor: "Joe, Here is something for 
your 'reserve.' There will be two 
more (Marx's critique of Feuerbacoh 
and Engels on Feuerbach). Usick." 
Although'the article was planned as 
only the first of a trilogy - a tri
logy that was never finished - we 
feel that our readers will agree that 
it stands in its own right as a stimu· 
lating contribution in the defense of 
Marxist theory and as an indication 
of what the socialist movement lost 
through the untimely death of Com
rade Wright. 

Feuerbach. "Aye, annihilate; for 
this is not a matter in which we 
pretend to one morsel of toler
ance," announced this British re
actionary. It is the fate of think
ers like Feuerbach to be maligned 
and misrepresented long after their 
death. All the more incumbent is 
it upon us to restore his true 
sta ture and to place his teachings 
and accomplishments as well as 
his limitations and failures in their 
true historical 'context. 

Feuerbach started out as a He
gelian. To be sure, he never was 
a wholly orthodox Hegelian, any 
more than were Marx and Engels 
who likewise started out as Hege
lians. But Feuerbach was none
theless an idealist at the outset. 

His evolution is the conversion 
of a Hegelian into a materialist. 
The course of the development of 
Marx and Engels passes from He
gel through Feuerbach to dialecti
cal materialism. Rosa Luxemburg 
somewhere says that dialectical 
materialism, the world outlook of 
Marxism, was the child of lbour
geois philosophy, a child that cost 
the mother her life. At this birth 

Feuerbach may be said to have 
officiated as the midwife. 

At the age of twenty and, iron
ically enough, a young theologian, 
Feuerbach came to Berlin to study 
under Hegel. After two years, he 
studied natural S'cienc·es at ErIan .. 
gen. Philosophy became his life
work. His first book. published 
anonymously in 1930, Thoughts 
on Death ana Immortality, shows 
that years before his definitive 
break with Hegel, he had already 
'come under the influence of Spino
za, whose doctrine .. is materialist 
in its essence, despite its idealist 
modes of expression, as Feuerbach 
himself was later brilliantly to 
demonstrate. 

In 1839 when Feuerbach pub
lished his Zur K,,,Uik d.e-r H egel
schen Philosophie (A Contribu
tion to the Critique of Hegelian 
Philosophy) he had broken with 
idealism. By 1841 when his monu
mental book The Essence of Chris'
tianity appeared, he was a mate
rialist who waged war against 
idealism as the last refuge of the
ology and against Hegelianism as 
the last rational prop of theology. 

Karl Marx hailed Feuerbach's 
ideas at the time as world-historic 
in their importance and inaugur
ating a new epoch. Why? Because 
they represented a decisive break 
with idealism and a rallying to 
materialism. A~ early as the 
eighteenth century, particularly in 
France, Marx pointed out in The 
Holy Family, materialism stood 
for the struggle not only against 
all metaphysical systems, against 
religion and theology, but also 
against the existing political in
stitutions. To put it differently, 
materialist ideas were revolution. 
ary. 

If the credit for driving religidh 
out of its last refuge in history 
belongs to Marxism, then the credit 
for launching the final struggle 
to drive theology out of philoso
phy belongs to Feuerbach. In this 
be was indisputably the first, al. 
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though he did not thoroughly 
purge his own thought of idealist 
remnants. 

There was nothing cut and dried 
about Feuerbach. With an elo
quence rare in philosophic writings 
and with the zeal of a fighter 
for a correct line in philosophy -
an intransigence and eloquence 
which captured the minds and 
hearts of revolutionists of his day 
- Feuerbach demonstrated that 
nothing exists save nature and 
mankind; that nature doe s not 
owe its existence to any power 
outside of itself, least of all to the 
power of an infinite subject, as 
idealists put Jt, or that nature is 
the "self-estrangement" and "other 
being" of the Spirit, as Hegel put 
it. Such claims, Feuerbach ex
plained. are mere translations into 
philosophic language of the theo
logical doctrine that God created 
the world. 

"Our philosophers," he wrote, 
"have up to now been nothing else 
but mediatizing theologians." As 
for HegeL "the 'Absolute Spirit' is 
the 'departed Spirit' of. theology 
which wanders like a ghost in and 
out of Hegelian philosophy." This 
"Absolute Spirit" remains as mys
terious and unknowable as the 
God of the theologians, and Hegel 
actually tells as little about his 
"Absolute" as theologians are able 
to tell about their divinity. Who
e,'er fails to break with Hegelian
ism simply refuses to break with 
theology, concluded Feuerbach. 

German idealism had forged 
power f u I 'w'eapons; Feuerbach 
turned these weapons against 
idealisnl itself. "Truth is con
crete," was the banner raised 
by German idealism, in the first 
instanee by Hegel. "Philosophy is 
cognizance of whatever is," agreed 
Feu·erbaeh. "The supreme law and 
task of philosophy is to think about 
essence, about creatures and things 
as they really are." He then pro
ceeded to show how idealism vio
lated its own fundam·ental premise. 

Antieipating the conquests of 
natural science, the German philo
sopher Kant had introduced the 
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doctrine o:fevolution into philoso
phy; Hegel was later to extend 
evolution into history. But evolu
tion is unthinkable outside of time 
and space. And so Kant recognized 
time and space as forms of cog
nizance, that is, as indispensabie 
premises for human reason. 
. ",Tith this Feuerbach agreed, 
only immediately to add that time 
and space must be much. more 
than that. Are not time and space 
the necessary forms of existence, 
as well as the necessary forms of 
intuition and knowledge, the in-

FEUERBACH 

dispensable premises for the ex
istence of all creatures and things? 
he asked. Of course they are. 
Space and time. said Feuerbach, 
can be forms of cognizanc€ only 
because I myself happen to be 
part of whatever exists, only be
cause I myself am a creature liv
ing in time and space. 

"Spaee and time," he wrote, 
"are the necessary forms of exist
ence of all essence. of all creatures 
and things. . . A timeless sensa
tion, a timeless will, a timeless 
thought. a timeless essence - are 
absurd fictions. Whatever is lo
cated outside of time, has by this 
token no temporal existence and 
cannot strive either to will or to 
think." 

Aecording to Feuerbach, being 
cO'uld not possibly mean an exist
€nce in thought alone. Such a con-

tention is meaningless. "To prove 
that something exists means to 
prove that it exists' not only in the 
mind," he insisted. It must exist 
in the outside world. 

The starting point of idealism 
is that nlind is prior to ma1~ter: 
Feuerbach concentrated his heav
iest fire against this. 

What divides the opposing 
schools of hum'an thought is pre
dsely their starting points. Ar
rayed here against each other in 
the field of theory, just a'S in poli~' 
tics and in economic life, stand hos
tile social forces, class forces rep
resenting progress on the one side, 
retrogression on the o.pposing side. 

This historic controversy rages 
as fiercely today as it did in Feuer
bach's day. Take the current cIisis 
in science. Many modern scientists, 
physicists in particular, find them
s e I ve s floundering, hopelessly 
divided over such issues, as : 

(1) Is theFe a real outer world 
which exists independently of our 
acts of knowing? 

(2) Is the real' outer world 
knowable or unknowahle? 

(3) Is there objective lawfulness, 
objective causality, in nature? 

These are the very same ques
tions, it will be noted, which we 
are now discussing in connection 
with Feuerbach and to which he, 
as a materialist, gave affirmative 
answers. 

Scientists today are divided into 
two warring camps. On the one 
side. a group who answer these 
questions in the affirmative; and 
on the opposing side, those who 
deny it." 

Such denials follow consistentlY 
from the idealist standpoint that 
mind is prior to matter. And on 
this central issue Feuerbach in 
his day took the offensive. 

,~rhoever maintains that mind is 
prior to matter, is simply a theo
logian in disguise who seeks to 
deduce the objective world from 
some unmaterial power, or the 
idea. To try, said Feuerbach, to 
deduce the objective world from 
one's idea is to show that one 
understands exactly nothing ahout 
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natur.e or' about the' mind. The 
idealistic starting point is a false 
one. 

"Das Sein geht dem Denken 
vOTan." Being comes before think
ing. Thinking does not determine 
being; just the contral\y, it is be
ing that determines thinking. 
Idealists reason like those who 
upon seeing crowds of people 
walking on a .. sunny day, conclude 
that the sun shines because peo
ple ar,e out promenading; The cor
rect conclusion is that Jreople are 
out because the sun is shining. 
"I do not generate the 0 bj ect from 
the thought," said Feue~bach, "but 
the· thought from the object." 

"I differ," he wrote with justifi
able scorn, "toto coelo from those 
philosophers who pluck out their 
eyes in order that they may see 
better; for 1n-y thought I require 
the senses, especially sight." 

The idealist doctrine of the "1." 
i.e., that the abstracf "subject" is 
the sole sourc.e of reality, is mere
ly another way of saying that 
mind is prior to matter. It is a 
false doctrine, argued Feuerbach. 
He reasoned approximately as fol-
10,W§: /:2 -am able to see, but I am not 

:' the only one gifted with sight. I 
I' am also seen by others. The real 
I "I" is invariably that "I" which 

stands opposed to the "You.". The 
real "I" in turn becomes the "You" 
- that is to say, becomes the ob
ject for anothen "1." For itself the 
"I" .is .naturally the subject; for 
others it is, just as naturally, the 
object. Therefore "I" constitutes 
simultaneously both a subject and 
an object, or subject-object. This 
is not an identity, but a unity. 
Whoever analyzes consciousness 
independently of the rest 9f man
kind does so only by ripping apart 

. every single tie between conscious-
~)~~!le~s and ,the outer world. 
"'~n Cap1,tal (page 61, Kerr edi

tion) Marx develops and deepens 
the same ideas as follows: "Since 
he [man -I comes into the world 
neither with a looking glass in his 
hand, nor as a Fichtean philos
opher to whom 'I am l' is suffi
cient, man first sees and recog-
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nizes himself in other men. Peter 
only establishes his own identity 
as a man by comparing himself 
with Paul as a being of like kind. 
And thereby Paul~ jus t . as he 
stands in his Pauline personality, 
becomes to Peter the type of 

,genus homo." 
The outer world, said Feuer

bach, is the necessary premise for 
consciousness. Our "I" is not at all 
the abstract entity with which 
idealist philosophers try to oper
ate. "I" am a real being, a thing 
of the flesh. If you talk about my 
essence, please bear in mind that 
my body, too, belongs to this es
sence. What is more, it is my body, 
taken as a whole, that precisely 
constitutes my essence. It is my 
body that constitutes my "1." The 
process of thinking does not take 
place within some abstract being; 
it takes place exactly within my 
body, within your body. Before 

HEGEL 
you or I can think we must exist. 
"Before perceiving we breathe; 
we cannot exist without air, food 
and drink." Das Sein geht dem 
Denken varano Being is prior to 
thinking. Matter is prior to 
thought. Being determines con
sciousness, and not the other way 
around. 

Feuerbach's motto was: "Do not 
think as a thinker, but think 'as 
a real, Ii ving being in which ca
pacity you are now swimming in 
the waters of the world ocean." 

It is an excellent motto which 
Marxism has rendered more exact 
by specifying that individuals do 
not exist except within specific 
productive relations in society, i.e., 
as nlembers of historically devel
oped classes. 

Opponents of materialism argue 
that consciousness cannot, after 
all, be explained by material phe
nomena. Thought, is unmaterial, 
spiritual, whereas material phe
nomena are just that - material 
and unspiritual. This argument 
(annihilating in the eyes of ideal
ists) conlpletely misses the mark; 
it does not even touch the mate
rialist foundations of Feuerbach's 
doctrine. It is idealislll that tries 
to do just the reverse; namely, to 
explain material phenomena by 
mental phenomena; in fact, to es
tablish an identity between the 
two. It is wrong to do so, reasoned 
Feuerbach. 

The domain of subjective events 
stands .contraposed to the domain 
of objective events and these op
posing sides can be understood on
ly as a unity. Not an identity, but 
a unity. to"What is for me. or sub
jectively, a purely spiritual, unma
terial and unsensuousact, is by it· 
self, 'objectively, a material, sensu
ous act," explained Feuerbach. 
The task i.s to differentiate be
tween them in order then not to 
sever them asunder, nor falsely to 
identify them, but to relate them 
correctly as two sides of one and 
the same unified whole. 

He carefully differentiated not 
only 'between consciousness and 
material phenomena but also be
tween things as they really exist 
and things as they appear to us, 
things as we understand them. He 
differentiated in order to relate 
the m correctly. Through our 
senses we obtain mental images 
of the objective 'Yorld. These im
ages are . likewise products of na
ture but they are distinct from the 
actual obje~ts of mental repre
sentation. In philosophic. language, 
the thing-in-itself is distinct from 
the thing-for-us. The second, that 
is, the mental image, is only a re
action to the first, that is, it is an 
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image of objective reality, just as 
man himself is only a fragment of 
the world Df nature ~hicli is mir
rDred in his mind. 

"My taste-nerve," e x p I a i ned 
Feuerbach, "is just as much a 
product of nature as salt is;, but 

'frDm this it dDes not at all fDllDW 
that the taste Df salt as such wDuld 
immediately be an Dbjective prop
erty -Df salt; it by nO' means fol-
IDWS that. the salt .. such"-as-Jr'ap':: 
pears --on1y" as an obj~~(, of s,~_p_§~-

'\ ~i?!1 ___ 'YQuJ~L~.el!~,tJy be that ~n-
I and-fDr-itself; that the sensation. 
\'~! 6f' salt' oh'~t1ie tongue wDuld alsO' 

", . be the prDperty of salt, as we think 
Df it without sensatiDn." 

been, prDved by other means. This 
prDblem of "knDwability," declared 
unsDlvable by Kant, was, as a mat
ter Df recDrd, resQlved by Hegel 
whO' pDinted Dut that as we learn 
mDre and mDre abDut the qualities 
of a thing, we get tQ knQw mQre 
and mQre abDut it. In Dther words, 
knDwledge is derlv.ed from Dhser-' 
vatiQn, .frDm experience, frDm in
:c!ustry, . technQlqgy, .s.~ience, ,in 
hriet -frQm fhe .practical activity. 
'Of man. As Marx pointed out, the 
problem of "knowability" is not a 
theDretical questiQn at all but a 
practical Dne. And any scientist 
whO', when he philDsophizes, turns 
his back on such proof demon
strates thereby that his "reason" 
is nO' better than the more Dr less 

f 
! 

SensatiDn or sense perceptiDn is 
the result Df the Dbjectiv~ actiDn 
upon Dur sense organs Df a thing
in-itself which exists independent
ly Df us. Such is the materialist 
theDry Df Feuerbach; such is the 
theDry Df Marxism as well. Sensa
tiDn is the subjective image of an 
objective world, a world which is 
simultaneDusly in-and-fDr-itself. 

Idealists make quite a to-dO' 
about the theory of knowledge, 
gnosiDlogy Dr epistemDIDgy as 

, academicians call it. Is the thing
in-itself, that is, the outer wDrld, 
really k;nDwable? If SO' hDW dO' we 
knDw it? How can we prove it? 
Many modern scientists prDfess to 
be nDnplussed by these questions. 

diluted, mQre Dr less rarified "rea
sDn" 'Of the theDIQgians. 

We get to' know things as we 
learn abDut their qualities, Feuer
bach agreed with Hegel. 

It is wen wQrth pausing here 
to' cQnsider briefly hQW Feuerbach 
used' Hegel's '0 w n arguments 
(against Kant) to' demDnstrate' 
the inner incQnsistency Df the He
gelian system. Whatever lacks 
qualities, said Feuerbach, "has nQ 
effect upDn me, has nQ' existence 
fDr me ... TQ deny all the quali
ties Df a being is tantamount to' 
denying the being itself." But this 
is precisely what Hegel dDes with 
regard tQ the categQry of "pure, 

'being" with w h i c h his system 
starts. 

In dDing SO' they unwittingly fDl
lDW in the fDDtsteps Df theDIQgians 
whO' try tQ reduce lQgic tQ a mere 
instrunlent 'Of prQQf. Actually, IQg- "Pure being," as Hegel defines 
ic,even fQrmal 19Ei.c1. is, ni~l!ehm'ore . it in his Science of Dogie, is "with-
~than that. It is Dne 'Of the methQds" .J)ut difference and withQut any 
'Of proceeding, . .jrom the knQwn to .. characteristics." It is "pure inde
'theunkno.w-ll, as wasdenlDnstrate,d. terminateness," it is "tDtally emp
py", Bacon.,.. the founder of mQdern_ ty," 'Otherwise, Hegel insists, "its 
nlaterialimn •. with his method of in- purity wDuld be violated." 
duction as far back as the begin- "Pure being" is therefQre with
ning Df the seventeenth century. Dut any real being, 'cQncluded 

' ____ ,~ The argument that it is not PQS- Feuerbach. There is nQ being other 
sible to prQve by "a priQri argu- than deter~rnale'Iferng:-"-W:hafex- -
ments" that things are knQwable Isfs -In 'space; ancltiili"e"are partic
has little weight in the prQgress ular species and individuals, solar 
Df human knowledge, as all the bDdies, s tar s, animals, plants, 
advanc'es of modern industry and rocks and SQ fQrth. "Space and 
technolDgy have shDwn. It is a time," 'said Feuerbach, "are not 
scholastic argument. The whole simple fQrms 'Of phenomena but 
pDint is that the capacity Df man essential cDnditiQnsDf existence." 
to know .reality can 'be, and has Hegel's "pure being" lies outside 

of time and space; it' is without 
any characteristics; it is indeed, 
as Hegel himself put it, an "empty 
abstractiDn." It is a typical theo
IQgical abstraction. Under the 
guise Df "pure being" Hegel sim
ply smuggles in his "AbsDlute 
Spirit." Thus there is nQ eVDlu
tiQnary prDcess in Hegel's IQgic at 
all; in reality, his reasQning is cir
cular. He starts with, the AbSDlute 
~nd ends with the self.same Ab. '. 
sDlute. 

Feuerbach demQnstrated with--..... 
'Out difficulty that Dther key cat- \ 
egDries Df Hegel are likewise in- I' 
finite and absQlute' in character, 
as fQr example the categDries of 
Wesen (Dr Essence) and 'Of Be
griff (usually translated as No
tion, this categQry figures in 
Hegel's system nQW as Spirit and , 
nDW as Self-CDnSciQusness). Be-.J 
canse Df this inner incQnsistency 
Feuerbach discarded the dialectic 
altQgether. He mistDQk the ideal
ist fQrm Df the dialectic for the di
alectic generally, a blunder which 
Marxism alQne was able tQ rectify. 
In additiQn, by cQnsidering "man" 
nQt as an abstractiDn transcend
ing sQciety but as a cQncrete ex
pressiQn Df given sDcieties, them
selves in eVDlutiQn, Marx and En
gels transcended the idealist ves
tiges in Feuerbach's philoSQphy. 

This brings us tQ the questiDn 
'Of 'Objective causality in ,nature. 
As Lenin pDinted Dut, this ques- • 
tiQn is Df special impDrtance in 
determining the philQsophic line 
Df anyg i ve n system 'Of ideas. 
Feuerbach expDunded his views 
with exceptiQnal cJarity in his an
swer to' a critic, RudQlf Haym. It 
is a rather lengthy qUQtatiDn, but 
'One well wQrth studying. Feuer
bach wr.ote: 

"For Feuerbach 'nature and human 
reason,' says Haym, 'differ completely, 
and between, them there opens an abyss 
which it is impossible to span either 
from one side or from the other.' Haym 
grounds this reproach on paragraph 48 
of my Essence .Of Religion, where it is 
stated that 'nature may be understood 
only through nature itself; that nature's 
nec'essity is neither human nor logical, 
neither metaphysical nor mathematical; 

(Continued oa page 136) 
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.. L"etters to a Historian 

Early Years 
Of the American 
Communist Movement 

by James P. Cannon 

Notes and Sidelights on the Year 1927 

July 26, 1955 
Dear Sir: 

In his sorry memoir called 1 
Confess, Gitlow reports that my 
origina~ discussions w!ith Wein. 
stone in 1926-1927 concerned a 
di vision of party offices - with 
me as Chairman, Weinstone as 
General Secretary and Foster as 
head of the trade union depart
ment (page 405). This is merely 
a sample of Gitlow's method of 
reporting his own suspicions for 
facts. Weinstone and I never dis. 
cussed party offices at all before 
the death of' Ruthenberg, and 
then only the post of General Sec. 
retary, which had become sudden
ly vacant. Our dealings ~ith 
Foster then concerned only the 
single question of the secretary. 
ship, which we assumed had to 
be decided right away. The office 
of Chairman had been abolished, 
if I remember correctly, when the 
Ruthenberg faction was installed 
as a majority by the Comintern 
cable and the vote of P. Green, 
Com intern representative, after 
the 1925 Convention. 

Gitlow was conditioned by his 
association with Lovestone to as. 
sume, as a matter of course, that 
whenever two or more people got 
their heads together something 
was being cooked up for their per
sonal advantage. His whole ac
count is studded with such reports 
of his suppositions- as facts. 

* * * 
Gitlow's report that, after Ruth. 
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enberg's death, Weinstone wobbled 
over to ,Lovestone's side, on the 
promise of the secretaryship, does 
not correspond to my recollection. 
I was in close communication with 
Weinstone during all that period. 
He reported to me all his discus
sions with the Lovestoneites. A'S 
far as I know, he never wavered 
at all on the basic position we had 

A student who is doing research 
work on the history of early Amer
ican communism asked James P. 
Cannon, as well as other partici
pants, a number of questions about 
the events and prominent figures 

I of the pioneer movement. Can· 
non's answers, which began in the 
Summer 1954 issue of Fourth In
ternational, are ~ontinued here. 

agreed upon - to oppose the dom. 
ination of the party by either of 
the other factions - until after 
the 1927 Convention. I do not be· 
lieve that he was primarily inter
ested in office at that. time; or 
that it was ever his principal mo-
tivation, as Gitlow surmises. 

Weinstone's importance in the 
situation in that period derived 
from his personal pop"ularity in 
New York, his strategic position 
as Secretary of the New York 
District, and the unquestionable 
sincerity of the non-factional posi
tion he had arrived at. The fact 
that Stachel also went along with 
Weinstone at first, was particular. 
ly disturbing to the Lovestoneites. 
Weinstone also had some support 
among the youth; Sam Don, Who 

later became· an editor of the Daily 
Worker, was with him all the way 
in that period. Weinstone also had 
the support of a group in the South 
Sla vic Federation. 

I suppose thi:s is the only place 
in the whole printed record you 
have examined, where you will find 
a good word by anybody, however 
qualified, for Stachel. But the 
truth is that in 19-26.19,27, Stachel, 
who was Organizational Secretary 
of the New York District in Wein. 
stone's administration, was actual. 
ly won over to Weinstone's non. 
factional policy and carried it out 
in 'practice until some time after 
the death of Ruthenberg. I recall 
Krumbein, New York leader of the 
Fosterites, telling me that he had 
"never seen 'Such a change come 
over a man," and that his changed 
demeanor had greatly moderated 
the factional situation in the New 
York District. 

Stachel participated in many of 
the early discussions that I had 
with Weinstone and expressed full 
agreement with our program. At 
one time he proposed that I 'come 
to New York as District Secretary, 
to carry through the program in 
New York if Weinstone went into 
the National Office. After several 
months of persistent effort Love
stone finally got Stachel back into 
line. But there was one brief period 
in the life of this man, which 
seemed to be otherwise devoted ·ex
clusively to vicious factionalism, 
when he responded to higher con. 
shlerations of party interests. 

As for Wolfe, neither Weinstone 
nor I had any confidence in him 
nor in his professions of sympathy 
for Weinstone's program. Ire. 
member Weinstone telling me that 
Wolfe was Lovestone's agent all the 
time; that he had come along in 
pretended sympathy for a short 
time only to keep hold' of Stachel 
and hold him back and to use 
St'achel to hold Weinstone back. 
Such a complicated Machiavellian 
maneuver would be right in char. 
acter for Lovestone. But I still do 
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not -believe that Stachel was a con .. 
'scious party to it, although Wolfe 
almost certainly was. 

* * * 
Ballam came along with Wein

stone at that time and remained 
"vith us in the opposition bloc all 
the way through the 1927 Conven
tion. That was a twist in the sit
uation that I will a'Clmit I never 
understood. BaHam was one of a 
number of people in the party at 
that time who just lacked some
thing of the qualities of leadership, 
and who made a political living, so 
to speak, by factionalism - not 
as leaders, but rather as henchmen 
of one faction, or another. Since a
way back I had regarded him as a 
cynic, and I think everybody else 
did too. 

He had been the "English" 
mouthpiece of the Russian Federa
tion faction, after they split with 
Ruthenberg in 1920 and lost all 
their more capable and influential 
",English-speakers." He held that 
position with the Federation left
ists aU through the fight over par. 
ty legalization, up until their de
bacle in 192~-1923. Then he was 
rehabilitated and legitimatized by 
Pepper and became his factional 
heillchman, continuing with the 
Pepper - Ruthenberg - LovestGne 
line-up for four years . until he 
broke loose and took his stano with 
Weinstone in 1927. 

Ballam had a bad reputation in 
the party, and very little, if any, 
personal influence. Our people felt 
a bit uneasy when they heard that 
he was coming along with Wein
stone in the new grouping. But he 
seemed to accept our whole pro
gram and we had no ground to 
exclude him. I was frankly puzzled. 
by Ballam's stand at that time. 
I could easily imagine him in any 
kind of a faction except a faction 
to end factionalism. But in inti
mate discussions at that time he 
expressed the same sentiments as 
ours, to the effect that the faction
al fight had brought us aU into a 
blind alley and that we would have 
to find a new way for a while. 

I remember asking him at one 
time how he thought things would 
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turn out, and he said: "1 have ab .. 
solute faith in the Comrnunist In
ternational." N everthele~s, he 
,vent along with us after the Com
intern decision - up to the Con
vention. After that he seize'Cl the 
first opportunity to slip back into 
the Lovestone caucus. 

* * * 
vVeinstone did the same thing, 

but the motivations of the two 
should by no means be equated. I 
think Weinstone came to the con
clusion that the Comintern deci
sion and the Lovestone victory 
bas·ed on it, had destroyed the,pos
sibility of unifying the party 
along the lines we had proj ected 
and that the "hegemony" of the 
Lovestone group would have to be 
accepted. But he never became a 
"Lovestoneite" in the sense that 
most of the others in the faction 
did.. As soon as Lovestone got into 
trouble with the Comintern in 
1929 Weinstone was one of the 
first to break with him and sup
port the new line of the Comin
tern. 

* * * 
The United Opposition Bloc. As 

I recall, the bloc wa~s formed when 
we were in Moscow in 'H)27, not 
before. Previously there had been 
merely a touch-me-not agreement 
on the support of Weinstone as 
General Secretary. The new com
bination was demonstratively 
called a "bloc" to signify that 
there was no fusion into a single 
faction, as "Foster would have pre
ferred. Neither Weinstone nor I 
had any sympathy for the idea of 
Foster dominating the party, nor 
of getting into a single faction 
with him where we might possi
bly be controlled by a majority 
vote. Everything that was decided 
in the course of our relations dur
ing that period had to be done 
by ,agreement each time, rather 
th an by maj odty vote. 

The essence of the situation, as 
we saw it, was that none of the 
factions had a recognizable differ
ence of political position on ques
tions of' capital importance at that 
tirn"e. That was the "political 
basis" for our contention that the 

old faction\l shou1d be dissolved. 
But the other factions demanded 
of us 1,vhat they did not demand 
of t~mselves. Since we ({itl not 
bring forward a new political plat
form \ve were accused of having 
"no political program." When we 
formed the bloc with Foster, the 
Lovestoneites raised the same hue 
and cry against the bloc. This 
throws an interesting sidelight 
on the prevailing psychology of 
the old factions in those days. The 
hvo old factions, the Fosterites 
and the Lovestoneites, were taken 
for granted, having a right to 
separa te existence as established 
institutions. But a third group, or 
a ... new "bloc," was required to have 
a new "political basis." Faction
a'lism carried out too long after 
the original "political basis" has 
been· outlived can produce some 
queer thinking. 

The bloc was formed to try to 
prevent the Lovestoneites from 
p.ominating the party with a clear 
majority. We didn't doubt that 
Foster had ideas of dominating 
the party himself, but also we 
knew he couldn't do it without our 
support. That .we never intended 
to give him. Foster had more 
rank-and-file backing than we 
had. But we had the majority of 
the more capable cadres, and Fos
ter was compelled to agree to. a 
50-50 basis in all agreements we 
made regarding representation, up 
to and including the representa
tion of the bloc as a minority in 
the new CEC, ~ected at the 19.27 
Convention. Of the 13 minority 
representatives on the new com
mittee, we got 6 and the Foster 
group got 7, giving them the odd 
one. 

The opposition bloc seemed to 
grow out of the logic of the sit
uation as it developed in Moscow 
in 1927. But I believe it would be 
fair to say that Foster pressed 
hardest for it and made the most 
concessions. It did not signify that 
vVeinstone had become a Foster
ite in any sense whatever or that 
our 1925 split, with Foster had' 
been healed. It was more of a 
marriage of convenience. 
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The Eighth Plenum of the Com
intern, SU111,m.er of 1927. Wein
stone and I travelled to Moscow 
together and arrived on the last 
day of the Plenum. We had no 
part in any of its proceedings or 
in the voting, as I recall, as this 
right was reserved to members of 
the Executi ~ie Committee of the 
Comintern. We were in Moscow 
not as delegates to the Pienum 
but only on a special mission on 
the American question. 

The German Ewart (Braun) 
was in charge of the American 
Commission. Ewart impressed me 
as an honest, straightforward 
communist, a former worker who 
was one of the second and third
line men who eventually were 
brought into the leadership of the 
German party after the Comin
tern demolished, first, the tradi
tional leadership of Brandler
Thalheimer, and then that of the 
leftists - Fischer.Maslow - who 
succeeded them. I don't know how 
he happened to get chosen for the 
job of heading the American Com
mission. I think he was close to 
Bukharin and carried out Bu
kharin's wishes in- the matter. 

I do not remember that Wein
stone and I saw any of the top 
leaders of the Russian party on 
that occasion. In general Love
stone was far ahead of us in play
ing the Moscow game in that pe
riod. To begin with he had the help 
of Pepper, who was ensconced in 
the apparatus of the Comintern, 
and knew all the angles and pre
vailing winds and whom to see 
and 'whom to keep away ft:om. 

Here I might as well frankly 
state that I never was worth a 
damn on a l\'1ission to Moscow 
after my first trip in 1922. Then 
everythi ng was open and above. 
board. A clearcut political issue 
\\'as presented by both sides in 
open debate and it was settled 
straightforwardly. on a political 
basis. without discrimination or 
favoritism to the factions involved, 
and without' undisclosed reasons, 
arising f.rom internal Russian 
questions, motivating the decision 
and determining the attitude to. 
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ward 'the leaders of the contend
ing factions. That was the Lenin
Trotsky Comintern, and I did aU 
right there. But after 1924 every .. 
thing was different in the Comin. 
tern, and I never seemed to be 
able to find my way around. 

I detested the business of going 
around to see one person after 
another like a petitioner, and sort 
of groping in the dark without 
knowing what was going to be 
decided by others without our par
ticipation. The only time I ever 
felt at ease in Moscow was in 
the Commission meetings where 
the representatives of different 
factions could confront each other 
in open debate. But by the time 
the Commission meetings got un
derway they were mere formali
ties. Everything had been settled 
behind the scenes; the vvord had 
been passed and all the secondary 
leaders and functionaries in the 
Comintern were falling into line. 

I felt, with consjderable reason, 
that I was no good in that whole 
business. I left Moscow each time 
with a feeling of futi'lity, and my 
resistance to going again increased 
steadily until in 1928 I at first 

,flatly refused to go. It was only 
the insistent urging and pressure 
of factional associates that finally 
induced me to give it one more 
try in 1928. I was then already 
deeply troubled by the develop
ments in the Russian party, but 
did not expect that anything 
would be done to change anything 
at the Sixth Congress of the Com
intern. I had no idea that I would 
be propelled into the fight and 
come out of it a convinced Trot. 
skyist, breaking aliI previous re
lations and connections on that 
issue. 

I think the Ruthenberg.Love
slone group gained their initial 
advantage in Moscow by jumping 
earlier and more enthusiastically 
into the fight against Trotskyism, 
away back in 1924, and that this 
was always in the minds of the 

Russian leaders in the subsequent 
years. Foster and Bittleman did 
everything they could to make up 
for the earlier sluggishness of the 
Foster-Cannon . faction on the 
Trotsky qnestion, but I never did 
anything but go along silently. 
This may have been noted in Mos
cow and may account in part for 
my disfavor there, but I am not 
:sure about that. 

You are right in your "impres
sion that there was literally no one 
in the American party in 1927 
who might be considered a 'Trot. 
skyite' or even a sympathizer of 
Trotsky's position." I know of no 
one who openly took such a posi
tion in the party prior to my re
turn .. from the Sixth Congress in 
19-28. I personally had been deep
ly disturbed and dissatisfied by 
the expulsion of Trotsky and Zino
viev, but I could not have been 
called a "Trotskyite" or even a 
sympathizer, at that time. And the 
atmosphere in the party was such 
that it was not wise to express 
such sentiments, or disgruntle. 
ments unless one intended to do 
something about it. By that time 
the iss ue of Trotskyism posed the 
immediate threat of expulsion in 
all paI;ties of the Comintern. 

After our expulsion we did dis. 
cover a small group of expelled 
Hungarian communists, headed 
by Louis Basky, who had pre
viously adopted the platform of 
the Russian Opposition on their 
own account. But they had come 
to this position after their expul
sion, which had taken place on 
some other grounds, trumped up 
in the course of the Lovestoneites' 
campaign to cinch up their fac. 
tional control in the Hungarian 
Federation. The Hungarian com
rane,:; were a great comfort and 
~trength to us in the difficult and 
~tormy pioneer days of our move-
11lent under the Trotskyist banner. 

Lore was never a Trotskyist in 
the political sense and never co
operated with our group after we 
were expelled. The first American 
Trotskyist was undoubtedly Max 
Eastman, but he had never been 
formally a member of the party. 
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On his own responsibility as an 
individual he published a book 
called The Real Situation in Rus
sia by Leon Trotsky, in 1H28. But 
thi~ came out about the time we 
were in Moscow at the Sixth Con
gress and I did not see it until our 
return. It contained the Platform 
of the Left Opposition in the Rus
sian party and a number of ?~her 
documents of the Left OPPosItIOn. 
Eastman cooperated with us and 
gave us quite a bit of help in the 
first days of our existence as an 
expelled group publishing The 
Militant. 

* * * 
The Comintern decision in 1927 

did not specifically provide that 
the Lovestoneites should have a 
majority in the next CEC. All the 
successive decisions and cab1es 
were slanted to aid that result but 
did not specifically provide for it. 
What Lovestone got from the Com
intern on this occasion was the 
help ,he needed to secure a major
ity but not enough to enable hi~ 
to exterminate or exclude the mI
nority. Moreover, the slanted sup
port he got was accompanied by a 
provision that the party. must be 
united and pea1ce establIshed. 

Tha t' s the sense in which Ewart, 
the Comintern representative, act
ed during his stay in this country 
at that time. After the Conven
tion - and of course within the 
framework of its decisions - he 
seemed to work always for peace 
and moderation, and Iwe never 
found any reason to complain that 
he was unfair. It may be assumed 
that he was working according to 
instructions but such' conduct 
would have been natural for him. 
He was undoubtedly a sincere 
communist; my memory of him is 
not unfriendly. 

I 1lelieve it would be correct to 
say that Lovestone was given co~
ditional support from Moscow In 
19,27; that he was put on tria:l, so 
to speak; and that provisions were 
made to conserve the minority, in 
ca;se. the experiment did not work 
out. to the satisfaction of Moscow. 
As "previously stated, the Ameri
can question was not decided at 
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the Comintern Plenum at that 
time at all. Everything was done 
afterward ---' formally through the 
American Commission; ... but actual
ly in behind-the-scenes arrange
ments among the Russian leaders. 

* * * 
A Note on Zinoviev 

I have long been thinking and 
promising to write an appreciation 
of Zinoviev in the form of a con
dens€,d political biography. A com
rade who is thoroughly familiar 
with the Russian language and the 
history of the Russian movem:nt 
has promised to collaborate WIth 
me in preparing the material. * 
But I don't know when, if ever, we 
will get around to it. It is too big 
and serious an undertaking to 
sandwich in between other tasks., 

I was greatly influenced by 
Zinoviev in the early days of the 
Comintern, as were all communists 
throughout the world. I have never 
forgotten that he was Lenin's clos
est collaborator in the years of re
action and during the First World 
War' that he was th€ foremost ora
tor ~f the revolution, according to 
the testimony of Trotsky; and that 
he was the Chairman of the Com
intern in the Lenin-Trotsky time. 

It was Zinoviev's bloc with Trot
sky and his expulsion, along with 
Trotsky~ that first reaIIy shook me 
up and started the doubts and dis
contents which eventuaHy led me 
to Trotskyism. I have always been 
outraged by the impudent preten
sions of so many little people to 
deprecate Zinoviev, and I feel that 
he deserves justification before 
history. 

I have no doubt whatever that 
in all his big actions, including his 
most terrible errors, he was moti
vated fundamentally by devotion 
to the higher interests of the work
ing class of the whole world - to 
the communist future of human
ity. I believe that his greatest 
fault as a politician was his reli
ance on maneuverism when prin
cipled issues were joined in such 

~is refers to John G. Wrignt, who 
had begun work on this project before 
his recent untimely death! 

a way as to exclude the efficacy of 
maneuver. 

I do not think Zinovievcapitu
lated to Stalin either out of c'On
viction or for personal ·reasons, 
but primarily because he thought 
he could serve the cause by such 
a strategem. He wa,nted himself 
and the other opposition leaders 
to live and be on hand when a 
change in the situation would cre
ate a new opportunity for the 
overthrow of Stalin and the res
toration of a revolutionary. leader
ship of the Russian party a~d the 
Comintern. In the exigencies of 
the political struggl€ it has not 
been convenient for' the Trotskyist 
movement to make a full and 'Ob
jective evaluation of this ma~'s 
life; and others have shown no In
terest in it. But historical justice 
cries out for it and it will be done 
sometime by somebody. In spite of 
all Zinoviev deserves restoration 
as' one of the great hero-martyrs 
of the revolution. 

As far as I know, Zinoviev did 
not have any special favorites in 
the American party. The lasting 
personal memory I ha ve of him 
is of his patient and friendly ef
forts in 1925· to convince both fac
tions of the necessity of party 
peace and cooperation, summed up 
in his words to Foster which I 
have mentioned before: "Frieden 
i~t besser." ("Peace is bett~r.") 

Yours tru'ly, 
James P. Cannon 
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From the Arsenal of Marxism: 

stalin 
As a Theoretician 

by Leon Trotsky 

The Peasanl's Balance Sheet 
Of the Democratic and Socialist Revolutions 

,. . . . the appearance of comrade 
Stalin at the conference of the Marx
ist agronomists - was epochal in 
the history of the Oommunist Acad· 
emy, As a consequence of what Sta· 
lin said, we had to review all our 
plans and revise them in the direc-

,tion of what Stalin said. The ap
pearanc'e of comrade Stalin gave a 
tremendous impetus to our work." 

- (Pokrovsky, at the Sixteenth 
Party Congress) 

-II\. iiJ:S };:l'ogrammatic report to 
the conference of the Marx
ist agronomists (December 27, 

1929), Stalin spoke at length about 
the "Trotsky -Zinoviev Opposition" 
considering "that the October rev
olution, as a matter of fact, did 
not give anything to the peasan
try." It is probable that even to 
the respectful auditors, this inven
tion seemed too crude. For the 
sake of darity, however, we should 
quote these words more fully: "I 
have in mind," said Stalin, "the 
theory that the October revolu
tion gave the peasantry les's (?) 
than the February revolution, that 
the October revolution, as a mat
ter of fact, gave nothing to the 
peasantry." The invention of this 
"theory" is attributed by Stalin 
to one of the Soviet statistical 
economists, Groman, a known 
former Menshevik, after which 
he adds: HB ut this theory was 
seized . by the Trotsky -Zinoviev 
Opposition and utilized-t against 
the Party." Groman's theory re
garding the February and Octo
ber revolutions is quite unknown 
to us. But Groman is of no ac-
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count her,e. altogether. He is 
dragged in merely to cover up the 
traces. 

In what way could the February 
revolution give the peasantry more 

In his spee<!h at the Twentieth 
Congress denouncing Stalin, Khrush
chev, to prove Stalin's ignorance 
and misleadership, cited as an out.. 
standing example the late dictator's 
role in agriculture. "All those who 
interested themselves even a little in 
the national situation," said Khrush
chev, "saw the difficult situation in 
agriculture, but Stalin never even 
noted it. Did we tell Stalin about 
this? Yes, we told him, but he did 
not support us. Why? Because Sta
lin never traveled anywhere, did not 
meet city and colle<!tive farm work
ers; he did not know the actual sit
uation in the provinces." 

Nevertheless Khrushchev continued 
to insist on the "correctness" of 
Stalin's course in the 1924-1934 pe
riod when the bureaucracy was con
solidating its position as a parasitic 
formation in the Soviet Union. 
Khrushchev particularly praised St~
lin for his struggle against Leon 
Trotsky, 

The following article by .Trotsky, 
written in March 1930, is therefore 
of timely interest in straightening 
out the record cited by Khrushchev, 
for it was Trotsky who really "told" 
Stalin about "the difficult situation 
in agriculture," while the Khrush
Cihevs to a man were backing Stalin 
in his ignorance and misleadership. 

The section of Trotsky's article 
published in this issue of the Inter
national Socialist Review first ap
peared in English in The Militant 
of Sept, 15 and Oct. 1, 1930. The 
article will be concluded in our next , 
issue. • 

than the October? What did the 
February revolution give the peas
ant in general.. WIth the exception 
of the superficial and therefore 
absolutely uncertain liquidation of 
the monarchy? The bureaucratic 
apparatus remained what it was. 
The land was not gi ven to the 
peasant by the February revolu
tion. But it did give him a con
tinuation of the war and the cer
tainty of a continued growth of 
inflation. Perhaps Stalin knows 
of some other gifts of the Feb
ruary revolution to the peasant? 
To us, they are unknown. The 
reason why the February revo
lution had to give way to the Oc
tober is because it .completely de. 
cei ved . the peasant. 

The alleged theory of -the Op
position on the advantages of the 
February revolution over the Oc. 
tober is connected ,by Stalin with 
the theory "regarding the so-called 
scissors." By this he completely 
betrays the sources, and aims of 
his chicanery. Stalin polemicifes, 
as. I will soon show, against me. 
Only for the convenience of his 
operations, for camouflaging his 
cruder distortions, he hides be
hind Groman and the anonymous 
"Trotsky -Zinoviev Opposition" in 
general. 

The real essence of the question 
lies in the following. At the 12th 
Congress of the Party (in the 
spring of 1923) I demop.strated 
for the first time the threaten
ing gap between industrial and 
,agricultural prices. In my report, 
this phenomenon was for the first 
time called the "price scissors." I 
warned that the continual lagging 
of industry would spread apart 
this scissors and that they might 
sever the threads connecting the 
proletariat and the peasantry. 

In February, 1927, at the Ple
num of the Central Committee, 
while considering the question of 
the policy on prices, I attempted 
for the one thousand and first 
time to prove that general phrases 
like "the face to the village" 
merely a voided t~e essence of the 
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_ matter, and that from the stand
point of the "smytchka" (alliance) 
with the peasant, the problem can 
be solyed fundamentally by cor
relating the prices of agricultural 
and industrial products. The trou
ble with the peasant is that it is 
difficult for him to see far ahead. 
But he sees very well what is un
der his feet, he distinctly remem
bers the yesterdays, and he can 
draw the balance under his ex
change of products with the city, 
which, at any given moment, is 
the balance sheet of the revolu
tion to him. 

The Pluses and Minuses 
The expropriation of the land

owners liberated the peasant from 
the payment of a sum amounting 
to from five to six hundred mil
lion rubles (about $275,000,000-
Ed.). This is a clear and, irrefuta
ble 'gain for the peasantry through 
the October - and not the E'eb
ruary - revolution. 

But alongside of this tremen
dous plus, the peasant distinctly 
discerns the minus which this same 
October revolution has brought 
him. This minus consists of the 
excessive rise in prices of indus
trial products as compared with 
those prevailing before the war. 
It is understood that if in Russia 
cap.italism· ha'd maintained itself 
the price scissors would. undoubt
edly have existed - this is an in
ternational phenomenon. But in 
the first place, t.he peasant does not 
know this. And in the second, no
where did this s.ciS:3ors spread to 
the extent that it did in the So
viet Union. The great losses of 
the peasantry due to prices are 
of a temporary nature, reflecting 
the period of "primitive accumu
lation" of state industry. It is as 
though the proletarian state b01'-
1'O'ws from the peasantry in en'del' 
to repay him a hundredfold later 
on. 

But al1 this relates to the 
sphere of theoretical considera
tions and historical pr€diction~. 
The thoughts of the peasant, how
ever, f~re empirical and ba.3ed on 
facts as they appec~l' at the mo
ment. "The October revolution 
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liberated me from -the payment of 
half a billion rubles in land rents," 
reflects the peasant. "I am thank
ful to ,the Bolsheviks. But state 
industry takes away from me 
much more than the capitalists 
took. Here is where there is some
thing wrong with the Commu
nists'." In other words,' the peas
ant draws the balance sheet of 
the October revolution through 
combining its two fundamental 
stages: the agrarian-democratic 
("Bolshevikt') and the industrial-
socialist ("Communist"). Accord
ing to the first, a distinct and in
contestable plus; according to the 
second, so far still a distinct minus, 
and to date a minus considerably 
greater than the plus. The passive 
balance of the October revolution, 
which is the basis of all the mis
understandings between the peas
ant and the Soviet power, is in 
turn most intimately bound up 
with the isolated position of the 
Soviet· Union in world economy. 

Almost three years after the old 
disputes, Stalin, to his misfortune, 
returns to the question. Because 
he is fated to repeat what others 
have left behind them, and at the 
same time to be anxious about 
his own "independence," he· is 
compelled to look back apprehen
sively at the yesterday of the 
"Trotskyist Opposition" and ... 
cover up the traces. At the time 
the "scissors" between the city 
and ,the village was first spoken 
of, Stalin completely failed to un
derstand it; for five years (1923-
28) he saw th~ danger in industry 
going too far ahead instead of lag
ging behind; in order to cover it 
up somehow, he mumbles some
thing incoherent in his report 
about "bourgeois prejudices (!!!) 
regarding the so-called scissors." 
Why is this a prej udice? Wherein 
is it bourgeois? But Stalin is un
der no obligation to answer these 
questions, for there is nobody who 
,"ould dare ask them. 

If the February revolution had 
given land to the peasantry, the 
October revolution with its pric.e 
sc·i ')Sor s could not have., main
tained itself for two years. To put 

it more correctly: the October rev
olution could not have taken place' 
if the February revolution had 
been capable of solving the basic, 
agrarian-democratic problems by 
liquidating private ownership of 
land. 

We indirectly recalled aboye 
that in the first years after the 
October revolution the peasant 
obstinately endeavored to contrast 
the Communists to the Bolsheviks. 
The latter he approved of - pre
cisely because they made the land 
revolution < with a < determination 
never before known. But the same 
peasant Was dissatisfied with the 
Communists, who, having taken 
into their own hands the factories 
and mills, supplied commodities at 
high prices. In other woros, the 
peasant very resolutely approved 
of the agrarian revolution of the 
Bolsheviks but manifested alarm, 
doubt, and sometimes even open 
hostility towards the first steps of 
the socialist revolution. Very soon, 
however, the peasant had to un
derstand that Bolshevik and Com
munist are one and the same 
Party. 

The 1927 Debate 

In February, 1927, this ques
tion was raised by me at the Ple
num of the Central Comn1ittee in 
the following manner: 

The liquidation of the landown
ers opened up large credits for us 
with the peasants, political as well 
as economic. But these credits are 
not permanent and are not in
exhaustible. The question is de
cided by the correlation of prices. 
Only the acceleration of indus
trialization on the one hand, and 
the collectivization of pea.3ant 
economy' on the other, can pro
duce a more favorable correlation 
of prices for the village. Should 
the contrary be the case, the ad
vantages of the agrarian revolu
tion will be entirely concentrated 
in the hands of the Kulak, and the 
scissors will hurt the peasant poor 
most painfully. The differentia
tion in the middle peasantry will 
be accelerated. There can be but 
one result. The crumbling of the 
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dictatorship of the proletariat. 
'"This year," I said, "only eight 
billion rubles worth of commodi
ties (in retail prices) will be re
leased for the domestic market ... 
the village will pay for its smaller 
half of the commodities about four 
billion rubles. Let us accept the 
retail indus1Tial index as twice the 
pre-war prices figure, as lVIikoyan 
has reported. & • • The balanc·e 
(drawn uy the peasant): 'The 
agrarian - democratic revolution 
·brought me, aside from every
thing else, five hundred million 
rubles a year (the liquidation of 
.rents and the lowering of taxes). 
The socialist revolution has more 
than covered this profit by a two 
billion ruble deficit. It is clear. 
that the balance . is red uced to a 
deficit of one and a half billion.' " 

Nohody objected by as ,much as a 
word at this session, but Yakovlev, 
the present People's Commissar of 
Agriculture, though at that time 
only a clerk for special statistical 
assignments, was given the job of 
upsetting my calculations at all 
costs. Yakovlev did all he could. 
With all the legitimate and il
legitimate corrections and qqalifi
cations, Yakovlev was compelled 
the following day to admit that 
the balance sheet of the October 
revolution for the village is, on 
the whole, 'Still reduced to a minus. 
Let us once more produce an actual 
quotation: 

" ... The gain from a reduction 
of direct taxes compared with the 
pre-war days is equal to approx
imately 630,000,000 rubles .... In 
the last year the peasantry lost 
around a billion rubles asa con .. 
sequence of its purchase of manu
factured commodities not accord. 
ing to the index of the peasant 
income but according to the retail 
index of these commodities. The 
unfavorable balance is equal to 
about 400,000,000 rubles.'" 

It is clear that Yakovlev's caL 
culations essentially confirmed my 
opinion: The peasant realized a 
big profit through the democratic 
revolution made by the Bolsheviks 
but so far he suffers a loss which 
far exceeds the profit. I estimated 
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.the passive balance at a billion and 
a half. Yakovlev-at less than a 
half billion. I still consider that my 
figure, which made no pretension 
to precision, was closer to reality 
than Yakovlev's. The difference 
between the two figures is in it
self very considerable. But it does 
not change my basic conclusion. 
The acuteness of the grain col
lecting difficulties was a ·confirma
tion of nty calculations as the more 
disquieting ones. It is really ahsurd 
to think that the grain strike of 
the upper layers of Ithe villages 
was caused by purely political 
motives, that is, by the hostility 
of the Kulak towards the Soviet 
power. The Kulak is incapable of 
such "idealism." If he did not fur
nish the grain for sale, it was be
cause the exchange became disad
vantageous as a result of the 
price scissors. That is why th~ Ku-

.lak succeeded in bringing into the 
orbit of his influence the middle 
peasant as well.. . 

These calculations have a rough, 
so to speak inclusive, character. 
The component parts of the bal
ance :sheet can and should be sep
arated in relation to the three 
basic sections of the peasantry: 
the Kulaks, the middle peasants 
and the poor peasants. However, 
in that period - the beginning of 
1927 - the official statistics, in
spired by Yakovlev, ignored or de
liberately minimized the differen
tiation in the village, and the policy 
of Stalin-Rykov-Bukharin was di
rected towards protecting the 
"powerful" peasant and fighting 
against the "shiftless" poor peas .. 
ant. In this way, the passive bal
ance was especially onerous upon 
the lower s~tions of the peasantry 
in the village. 

The Two Revolutions 
Nevertheless, where did Stalin 

get his contrasting of the Feb
ruary and October'revolutions, the 
reader will ask. It is a legi,timate 
question. The contrast I made be
tween the agrarian-democratic 
and industrial-socialist revolu
tions, Stalin, who is abso>lutely in
capable of theoretical, that is, of 

.. 
abstract thought, vaguely under
stood in his own fashion: He sim
ply decided that the democratic 
revolution - means the February 
revolution. 

Here we must pause, because 
Stalin's and his colleagues' old, 
traditional failure to understand 
the mutual relations between the 
democratic and socialist revolu
tions, which lies at the, basis of 
their whole struggle against the 
theory of the permanent revolu
tion, has already succeeded in do
ing great damage, particularly in 
China and India, and remains a 
source of fatal errors to this day. 
The February 1917 revolution was 
greeted by Stalin essentially as a 
Left democrat, and not as a revo
lutionary proletarian internation
alist. He showed this vividly by 
his whole conduct up to the time 
Lenin arrived. The February rev
olution to Stalin was and, as we 
see, still remains a "democratic" 
revolution par excellence. He stood 
for the support of the first Pro
visional Government which was 
headed by the national liberal 
landowner, Prince Lvov, had as 
its War Minister the national con. 
servative manufacturer, Gutchkov, 
and the liberal, Miliukov, as Min .. 
ister of Foreign Affairs. Formu
lating the necessity of supporting 
the bourgeois landowning Pro
visional Government, at a Party 
conference, March 29, 1917, Stalin 
declared: "The power has been 
divided between two organs, not 
one of which has the complete 
mastery. The roles have been. di
vided. The Soviet has actually 
taken the ini~iative in revolution
ary transformations; the Soviet
is the revolutionary leader of the 
rebellious people, the organ which 
builds up the Provisional Govern
ment. The Provisional Government 
has actually taken the role of the 
consolidator of the conquests of 
the revolutionary people.... In
sofar as the Provisional Govern
ment consolidates the advances of 
the revQlution - to that extent we 
should support it." 

The "February" bourgeois, Iland_ 
owning . and thoroughly counter. 
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revolutionary government was for 
Stalin not a class enemy but a col
laborator with whom a division of 
labor had to be established. The 
workers and peasants would make 
the "conquests," the bourgeoisie 
would "consolidate" them. All of 
them together would make up the 
"democratic revolution." The for
mula of the Mensheviks was at 
the same time also the for-

o mula of Stalin. All this was spoken 
of by Stalin a month after the 
February - revolution when the 
character of the Provisional Gov
ernment should have been clear 
even to a blind man, no longer on 
the basis of Marxist foresight but 
on the basis of political experi
ence. 

As the whole further course of 
events demonstrated, Lenin in 
1917 did not really convince Sta
lin but elbowed him aside. The 
whole future struggle of Stalin 
against the permanent revolution 
was constructed upon the mechan
ical separation of the democratic 
revolution and socialist construc
tion. Stalin has not yet understood 
that the October revolution was 
first' a· democratic revolution, and 
that only because of this was it 
able to realize Jthe dictatorship of 
the proletariat. The balance be
tween the democI:'atic and social
ist conquests of the October rev-
01ution which I drew was simply 
adapted by Stalin to his o\vn con
ception. After ,this, he puts the 
question: "Is it true that the peas
ants did not get anything out ,of 
the October revolution?" And after 
saying that "thanks to the Octo
ber revolution the peasants were 
liberated from the oppression of 
the landowners" (this \vas never 
heard of before, you see!) Stalin 
concludes that: "How can it be 
said after this that the October 
revolution did not give anything 
to the peasants?" I 

How can it be said after this -
we ask - that this "theoretician" 
has even a grain of theoretical 
consciousness? 

The above-mentioned unfavor
able balance of the October revo
lution for the village is, pf course, 
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temporary and transitory. The 
principal significance of the Oc
tober revolution for the peasant 
'lies in the fa1ct that it created the 
pre-conditions for the :socialist re
construction of agriculture. But 
this-is a matten of the future. In 
1927, collectivization was still com
pletely tabooed. So far as "com
plete" collectivization is concerned, 
nobody even thought of it. Stalin, 
however, includes it in Ihis con
siderations after the fact. "Now, 
after the intensified development 
of the collectivization movement" 
- our theoretician transplants in
to the past what 'lies ahead in the 
furture - "the peasants are able 
... to produce a lot more than be
fore with the same expenditure 
of labor." And after this, once 
more: "How can one say, after 
all this (!) that the October rev
olution did not bring any gain to 
the peasant? Is it not clear that 
people saying such nonsense are 
obviously telling lies about the 
Party and the Soviet power?" The 
reference to "nonsense" and "lies" 
is quite in place here, as may be 
seen. Yes, some people "are ob
obviously telling lies aoout the 
nology and common sense. 

Stalin, as we see, makes his "non
sense" more profound by depict
ing matters as if the Opposition 
not only exaggerated the Feb
ruary revolution at the expense of 
the October, but even for the fu
ture refused the latter the capacity 
for improving the conditions of 
the peasant. For what fools, may 
we ask, is this intended ? We beg 
the pardon of the honorable pro
fessor Pokrovsky! ... 

The. Aim of the Opposition 
Incessantly advancing, since 

1923, the problem of the economic 
scissors of the city and village, 
the Opposition pursued a quite 
definite aim, now incontestable 
by anyone: To :compel the bureau
cracy to understand that the strug
gle against the danger of disunity 
can be conducted not with sugary 
slogans like "Face to the village," 
etc., but through: (a) faster tempo 

of ind ustrial development; and (b) 
energetic collectivization of peas
ant economy. In other words, the 
problem of the scissors, as well 
as the problem of the peasants' 
balance of the October revolution, 
was advanced by us not in order 
to "discredit" the October revolu
tion - what is the very "termi
nology" worth! - but in order to 
compel .the self.contented and con
servative bureaucracy by the whip 
of the Opposition to utilize those 
immeasurable economic possibili
ties which the October revolution 
opened up to the country. 

To the official Kulak~bureau
cratic course of 1923-1928, which 
had its expression in the every-

,day legislative and administra
tive work, in the new theory, and 
above all, in the persecution of 
the Opposition, the latter opposed, 
from 1923 on, a course towards 
an accelerated industrialization, 
and from 19127 on, after the first 
successes of industry, the mechan. 
ization and collectivization of 
agricultur~. 

Let us once more recall that 
the Opposition platform which 
Stalin conceals, but from which 
he fetches in bits all of his wis
dom, declares: "The growth of 
private proprietorship in the vil
lage must be offset by a more 
rapid development of collective 
farming. It is necessary system
atically and from year to year to 
subsidize the efforts of the poor 
peasants to organize in collective~." 
(Real Situation in Russia, p. 68.) 
,. A nluch larger sum' ought to be 
appropriated for the creation of 
Soviet and collective farms. Maxi
mum indulgences must be accord
ed to the newly organized collec
tive farms and other forms, of 
collectivization. Peo-.ple deprived of 
elective rights cannbt be members 
of the collective estates. The whole 
work of the cooperatives ought to 
be penetrated with a sense of the 
problem of transforming small
scale production into large-scale 
collective production. The work of 
land distribution must :00 car
ried on wholly at the expense of 
the state, and the first thing to be 
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taken care of must be the colleC
tive farms and the farms of the 
poor, with a maximum protection 
of their interests." (Ibid, p. 71.) 

If the bureaucracy had not vaciL 
lated under the pressure of the 
petty bourgeoisie, but had executed 
the program of the Opposition 
since 1923, not only the proletarian 
but also the peasant balance of the 
revolution would be of an infi
nitely more favorable nature. 

The Problem of the "Scissors" 
The problem of the "smytchka" 

(alliance) is the problem of the 
mutual relations between city and 
v;illage. H .is composed of two 
parts, or, more correctly, can be 
regarded from· two angles: (a) 
the mutual relationship between 
industry and agriculture; (b) the 
mutual relationship between the 
proletariat and the peasantry. On 
the basis of the market, these re
lations, assuming the form of eom
modity exchange, find their ex
pression in the price m'ovement. 
The harmony between the prices 
of bread, cotton, beets and so forth 
on . the one hand and calico, kero
sene, plows and so forth on the 
other hand, is the decisive index 
for evaluating the mutual relations 
between the city and· the village, 
of industry and agriculture, be
tween workers and peasants. The 
problem of the "scissors" of indus
trial and agricultural prices there
fore remains, for the present pe
riod as well, the most important 
economic and social problem of 
the whole Soviet system. Now how 
did the price scissors change be
tween the last two Congresses, that 
is, in the last two and a half years? 
Did they close, or, on the contrary, 
did they. widen? 

We look in vain for a reply to 
this central question in the ten
hour report of Stalin to the Con
gress. Presenting piles of depart
mental figures, making a bureau
cratic reference book out of the 
principal report, Stalin did not 
even attempt a Marxist genera1i
zation of the isolated and, by him, 
thoroughly undigested data given 
to him by the commissariats, sec
retariats and other offices. 

Fail 1%6 

Are the scissors of industrial 
and agricultural prices closing '! 
In other words, is the balance of 
the socialist revolution, as yet 
passive for the peasant, being re
duced? In the market conditions 
- and we have not yet liberated 
ourselves from them, and will not 
for a long time to come ~ the clos
ing or widening of the scissors is 
of decisive significance for an 
evaluation of the successes accom
plished and for checking up on 
the correctness or incorrectness 
of economic plans and methods. 
That there is not a word about it 
in Stalin's report is of itself an 
extremely alarming fact. Were the 
scissors closing, there would be 
plenty of specialists in Mikoyan's 
department who would, without 

. difficulty, give this process sta
tistical and graphic expression. 
Stalin would only have to demon
strate the diagram, that i,s, show 
the Conress a scissors which 
would prove that the blades are 
closing. The whole economic sec
tion of the report would find its 
axis, but unfortunately this axis 
is not there. Stalin avoided the 
problem of the scissors. 

The domestic scissors is not the 
final index. There is another, a 
"higher" one: the scissors of do
mestic and international prices. 
They measure the productivity of 
labor in Soviet economy with the 
productivity of labor in the world 
capitalfst market. We received 
from the past, in this sphere as 
well as in others, an enormous 
heritage of backwardness. In prac
tice, the task for the next few 
years is not immediately to "catch 
up with and outstrip" -we are un
fortuna:telystill very fa:r from 
this! - but planf~l1y to close the 
scissors between domestic and 
world prices, which can be accom
plished only through systemati
cally approximating the labor pro
ductivity in the USSR to the labor 
productivity in the advanced cap
italist countries. This in turn re
quires not statistically minimum 
but economically favorable plans. 
The oftener the bureaucrats repeat 
the bold formula "to catch up with 

and outstrip," the more stubborn-
ly they ignore exact comparative 
coefficients of socialist and cap
italist industry or, in other words, 
the problem of the scissors of 
domestic and world prices. And on • 
this question also not a word is to 
be found in Stalin's report. The 
problem of the domestic scissors 
could have been considered liqui
dated only under the conditions of 
the actual liquidation of the mar
ket. The problem of the foreign 
scissors - with the liquidation of 
world capitalism. Stalin, as we 
know, was preparing, at the time 
of his agricultural report, to send 
the NEP "to the devil." But he 
changed his mimi within the six 
months that elapsed. As is always 
the case with him, his unaccom
plished intention to .liquidate the 
NEP is attributed by him in his 
report to the Congress to the 
"Trotskyists." The white and yel
.'ow threads of this operation are 
so indiscreetly exposed that the re
port of this part of the speech 
does not dare to record the slight
est applause. 

_Wh~~. happened to Stalin with 
regard to the market and the NEP 
is what usually happens to empir
icists. The sharp turn that took 
place in his' own mind under the 
infruen-ce -of external pressure, he 
took for a radical change in the 
whole situation. Once the bu
reaucracy decided to enter into a 
final conflict with the market and 
the Kulak instead of its passive 
adaptation to them, then statistics 
and economy could consider them 
non-existent. Empiricism is most 
frequently the pre-condition for 
subjectivism, and if it is bureau .. 
cratic empiricism, it inevitably 
becomes the pre-condition for pe
riodic "turns." The art of the 
"general" leadership consists in 
this case of converting the turns 
into smaller turns and distribu
ting them equally among the helots 
called executors. If, at the end, the 
general turn is attributed to 
"Trotskyism," then the problem is 
settled. But this is not the point. 
The essence of the NEP, regard-

less of the sharp change in the 
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"essence" of Stalin's thoughts 
about it, lies as before in the de
termination by the market of the 
economic inter-relations between 
the city and village. If the NEP 
remains, then the scissors of agri-

• cultural and industrial prices re
main the most important criterion 
of the whole economic policy. 

A "Bourgeois Prejudice" 

However, half a year before the 
Congress we heard Stalin call the 
theory of the scissors a "bourgeois 
prejudice." This is the simplest 
way out of the situation. If you 
tell a village quack that the tem
perature curve is one of the most 
important indices to the health or 
illness of an organism, he will 
hardly believe you. But if he 
grasps some sage words and, to 
make matters worse, learn,s to pre
sent his quackery as "proletarian 
medicine," he will most certainly 
say that a thermometer is a bour
geois prej udice. If this quack has 
power in his hands he will, to 
avoid a scandal, smash the ther
mometer over a stone or, what is 
still worse, over somebody's head. 

In 1925, the differentiation 

• • • Feuerbach 

within the Soviet peasantry was economic temperature of the colin
declared to be a prejudice of pan- try. But afterwards, they grad
ie-mongers. Yakovlev was sent to ually began to disappear from 
the central statistical department, usage, and finally, at the end of 
from which he took away all the 1929, Stalin declared them to be 
l\larxist thermon1eters to be de- "a bourgeois prejudice." 
stroyed. But, unfortunately, the Because the thermometer was 
changes in temperature do not smashed in time, Stalin had no 
cease when there are no ther- reason to present the Sixteenth 
mometers. But for that, the ap- Congress of the Parti with the 
pearance of hidden organic proc- curve of economic temperature. 
esses takes the healers and those ./"Marxist theory is the weapon of\ 
being healed unawares. This is (thought serving to clarify what ') 
what happened in the grain strike i has been, what is becoming, and 
of the Kulak, who unexpectedly I ,vhat lies ahead, and for the de
appeared as the leading figure in \ termination of what is to be done. 
the village and compelled Stalin, J Stalin's theory is the servant of 
on February 15, 1928 (se~ Pravdf(~' the bureaucracy. It serves to justi-
of that date), to make a turn of\ fy zigzags after the event, to con-
180 degrees. The price thermom-' ceal yesterday's mistakes and" con
eter is of no less significance " sequently to prepare tomorrow's. 
than the thermometer of differ-,: The silence over the scissors oceu
entiation within the peasantry. pies the central place in Stalin's re-

After the Twelfth Party Con;. port~ This may appear paradox
gress, where the term "scissors" ieal, because silence is an empty 
was first used and explained, ev- place. But it is nevertheless a 
erybody began to understand its fact: in the center of Stalin's re
significance. In the three year$ port is a hole, consciously and 
that followed, the scissors were in~\ premeditatedly hored. 
variably demonstrated at the Ple- "'-'~-Awak,en, so that no harm shall 
nums of the Central Committee~ come to the dictatorship out of 
at Conferences and Congresses., as' this hole! 
precisely the basic curve of the '-~.~" .. ~ (To be continued) 

vey in this passage? Nothing more than 
to draw a distinction between that which 
belongs to nature and that which be-

(Continued from page 126) longs to man. 

theists. is a reason which stands in 
contradiction to nature and is absolute
ly devoid of an understanding of the 
essence of nature. The reason of theists 
splits nature into two beings - the 
one, material; the other - formal or 
spiritual."· (Quoted by Lenin in Mate
rialism and Empirio-Criticism, pages 
124-25.) 

that nature alone is that kind of being "In this passage I do not say that 
to which it is impossible to apply any there is nothing in nature which ac
human measure. Although we do com_ tually corresponds to our words and 
pare natural events with similar human representations ~oncerning order, pur
events, although we apply to nature pose and law; all that is denied in this 
human expressions and concepts such passage is the identity between thought 
as "order, "purpose," "law," and are com- and being; it is denied that order and 
pelled to apply such expressions to ~a- so forth allegedly exist in nature ex· 
ture because of our language, we do actly as they do in the head or sensa
so only to make nature comprehensible tions of man. Order, purpose, law are 
to us.' no mote than words' by means of which 

"What does this mean? Do I mean man translates nature's doings into h!§ 
to say by this that in nature there is : o\vii language, so that he may urider
no order, to say, for example, that after ,- stand them; these words are not de
fall summer may follow, after spring, void of sense or objective content, but 
winter, after winter, fall? Or that there· it is nonetheless necessary to differ
is no purpose in nature, to say that entiate the original from the transla
between the lungs and air, for example, tion. In the human sense, order, pur_ 
or between light and the eye, hetween pose, law express something arbitrary. 
sound and the ear there is no con~ord- From the contingency of order, pur
ance? Or that there is no regularity pose and law in nature, theism direct
in nature, to say, for example, that the ly infers their arbitrary origin; it in
earth may move now in an ellipse, now fers the existence of a being, different 
in a eire-Ie, and move around the sun, from nature, a being which brings or
at one period in a year, at another - der, purpose and law into nature, na
in a quarter of an hour? What an ab-. ture which is itself chaotie' and with
surdity! What then did I intend to con- out any determination. The 'reason'of 

Feuerbach thus recognized ob
jective causality in nature which 
is mirrored only ,,,,ith approxi
mate accuracy by the human rep
resentations of o~~der, law and so 
forth. Human representations of 
nature are relative, but on the 
basis of these relative representa
tions mankinrl gains knowledge of 
the objective lawfulness in nature. 
This recognition of objective cau
sality is with Feuerbach insep
arably connected with the recog
nition of the objective existence 
of the outer world of objects, 
bodies and things which human 
consciousness mirrors. His views 
on this question, as Lenin pointeu 
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out, are thus consistently mate
rialist. 

Frederick Engels wrote: "One 
must himself have experienced the 
liberating effect of t his book 
(Feuerbach's Essence of Christi
anity) to get an idea of it. Enthu
siasm was general; we all became 
at once Feuerbachians." 

What liberated the young Marx 
and the young Engels? What made 
them so enthusiastic? They knew, 
as was said long ago~ that without 
revolutiona~ theory there cannot 
be revolutionary practice. Marx 
and Engels were at the time try
ing to draw revolutionary conclu-

. . . Case for Sosialism 
(Continued from page 122) 

standards: but it is necessary to 
generate anew - and especially 
among our youth - the under
~tanding that Socialism is not to 
be measured in living standards 
alone, but in new social relations, 
new va,lues and opportunities, a 
new, more generous, more just, 
and less selfish way of life. We 
should recall more often the words 
of M.~xim Gorky: 
/,.....-:.; ...... "", ......... ,,. 

It is well known that a character-
istic and inherent peculiarity of bour
geois society lies in the fact that the 
overwhelming majority of its members 
must expend aU their energy in obtain
ing the most primitive necessities of 
life. People have become used to this 
accursed and humiliating "peC'uliarity" 
of their existence and although it drives 
them to concentrate on themselves and 
think only of themselves, only a very 
few understand the monstrous nature 

, of such a social order. 
..".'~-""'.~'" 

I t has been this clear conception 
of a new society which has given 
inspiration and staying-power to 
Socialists and Communists in ear
lier years. It is the violation of 
important aspects of this vision 
which - half-suspected, half-un
derstood - has blurred the vigor 
of our imaginative appeal in re
cent years: and which, now fully 
known but still imperfectly ex
plained, has caused some Com
munists to stop deau in their 
tracks. 
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sions from the Hegelian system 
and found themselves floundering 
in the self-contradiction of ideal
ism. Feuerbach. as Engels put it, 
"pulverized this contradiction at 
one blow" and enthroned material
ism again in phil9sophy. T h i is 
paved the way, as we shall see in 
our next article, for the elabora
tion of a correct line in sociology, 
in politics and economics. It en
abled our great teachers to go be
yond Feuerbach and to elaborate 
the scientific doctrine for social
ism. 

Today, when the fate of man .. 
kind sways in the balance, it is 
clearer than ever before that sal-

We have no ready-made solutions 
to this problem which events have 
forced upon us. We claim only 
that the problem must be faced: 
and there must be discussion. The 
result of this discussion, we hope, 
will be the, liberation of great 
political energies, the re-emer
gence of Socialist principle with a 
new vigor in Britain. 

A reader from Colchester gives 
us encouragement: 

As for ~'unity," is there no one suf
ficiently Marxist to ask "Unity for 
what?" Unity for unity's sake seems 
as uninspiring a slogan as it is sterile. 

; I think the unity of conscious and in
formed purpose in the struggle for so
cialism and communism is the only unity 
worth having, and that ~an only be 
.promoted by such important and basic 
debate as I see in The Reasoner. 

We think he is right. Clearly, 
he - and all readers - know the 
urgent need for common unity 'in 
action of all possible sections in 
immediate struggles against the 
Tory Government, around Suez, 
in the coming industrial battles. 

But this is not the same as 
questions of organizational and 
po!itical unity of Socialists. This 
can c~me only through open dis
cussion, in goou faith. It will not 
come. by slurring over past or 
present disagreements. 

The crisis of British imperial
ism is real en~ugh now, and laid 
open before all eyes: its repercus
sions upon British industry may 

vation for the workers lies only 
in revolutionary practice, in the 
struggle for socialism. For this, 
revolutionary theory is indiR~ 
pensable as the guide for action. 

This struggle proceeds on three 
fronts - the economic, political 
and theoretical. Not three sep
ara te ar·enas, walled off from one' 
another, but three interrelated 
fronts of one and the same strug
gle. The correct line is of supreme 
importance in all three. In the 
main, Feuerhach laid down the 
correct line in philosophy. There
in lies his historic achievement. 
Therein, too, lies our indebtedness 
to him . 

soon provoke a rapid sharpening 
of political consciousness among 
the British working class: the 
abatement of the Cold War has 
given us a brief breathing-space. 
The seriousness of immediate, and 
impending, political and industrial 
issues makes it more, and not less, 
urgent that we get the equipment 
of our Socialist theory sharp and 
into good order. The gathering 
threat to British living standards 
makes it more, rather than less, 
urgent that we should contest all 
propaganda which seeks to fool 
the British people into the belief 
that there is any long-term solu
tion to their problems, within the 
framework of monopoly capital
ism. If the mock battles of Gaits
kell on the one hand, and "the 
Stalin bus.iness" on the other, 
ha ve brought the ideals of Social
ism into discredit with sections 
of our working people, it becomes 
our first duty to reassert them in 
their full truth and power. 

The unity required is that of 
the gathering of Socialist forces, 
the renewal of Socialist under
standing, for the final assault 
upon British imperialism itself. 
Such an assault can: only be car
ried by those who, like Crom
well's soldiers, "know what they 
fight for, and love' what they 
know." It is our hupe that The 
Reasoner will strengthen their 
number. 

lat 



Book~ 

An Old China H-and 
Tells His Story 

By John Liang 

Behind the Bamboo Curtain, by A. M. 
D.unlap, M.D. Public Affairs Press, 
Washington, D.C. 1956. $3.75. 

The author of this ~ol1ection of let
ters~ written from Shanghai between 
April 1949 and October 1952, and pub
lished with fill-in notes, is one of that 
vanishing tribe known as Old China 
Hands. These were men who went out 
to China in their youth and' spent the 
best years of their lives building their 
persOI}al fortunes. Those who failed to 
get out in time, or, having .gotten out, 
failed to stay out, had the disconcert
ing experience of seeing their life's ac
cumulations consumed in the flames of 
revolution. 

History has attested more than once 
that a social revolution is highly dis
commoding to the propertied classes 
that find themselves dethroned. The Old 
China Hands may properly be con
:o:idered a part of the old Chinese ruling 
c'lasses - the capitalists, the compra
dor-bankers, the landlords - whose su
premacy was ended by the revolution. 
They lived in a close community of 
interests with their Chinese class part
ners, engaging with them in a com
mon system of exploitation, under the 
mo:~archy as under the republic. 

It is perhaps natural, then, that Dr. 
Dunlap's letters should alternate in their 
tone between pained protest and ani
mosity against the revolution. For the 
good doctor had been living well in 
Shanghai, though surrounded by a sea 
of r.ative misery. He had also acquired 
some fine pieces of real estate in the 
"best" reside~ltial area of the city. The 
revolution not only disrupted his per
sonal life. It made of his property a 
financial burden where formerly it had 

been very profitable. Finally, he had 
to abandon it when he returned to this 
c'ountry for good. 

Dr. Dunlap was born in Savoy, Illi
nois, in 1884 and went to China in 1911 
to head the department of eye, ear, 
nose and throat diseases at the Har
vard Medical .school of China in Shang
hai. He continued in that post until 
1916 and in 1918 was made head of the 
ear, nose and throat department of 
Peking Union Medical College, an in
stitution financed by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. He remained there until 
1931 and then returned to Shanghai to 
enter private practice and to head the 
ear, nose and throat department at the 
medical school of St. John's University, 
an American missionary institution. 
Caught in Shanghai by the Pacifi~ war, 
Dr. Dunlap was repatriated to this coun
try in 1943. When the war was over, 
he r~turned to Shanghai to resume his 
practice and do some medical teaching. 

The Old China Hands who flocked 
back to Shanghai at the war's end fig
ured that, with the Japanese army out, 
the good old days would return. They 
were going back, they thought or hoped, 
t~ el'i~oy for the rest of their days their 
nice homes, their servants, the club 
life, the night spots, the co~ktail and 
qridge parties. For a brief three years 
they did enjoy the good life again, de
spite the runaway inflation that marked 
the· death agony of the Kuomintang re
gime. Then the towering wave of the 
revolution, rolling down from the north, 
engulfed them. The war proved to he 
more than just an unpleasant interlude. 
As so often in history, it was the pre
cursor of· a gigantic social overturn. 

With his world collapsing around him, 
Dr. Dunlap seems to have displayed a 
quite remarkable equanimity. As the 
Red Army was occupying Shanghai in 
May 1949, he wrote his friends over 
here: "My one concern is, will it (the 
weather) clear su~ficiently tg permit 
golf out at St. John's tomorrow." 

But the stern visage of the revolu
tion is now on the scene and the next 
day the good dodor reports that "some 
two thousand Communist soldiers were 
in the dormitories of the University, 
but behaving themselves." (The lower 
orders, you see, are not expected to 
"behave" themselves.) China's leading 
city fell to the revolution, not in the 
classic manner, through an uprising of 
the population against the old regime, 
but through military 0 c cup a t ion. 
Chiang's reluctant troops simply fled 
a:·~d the Red soldiers took over. There 
was a little desultory gunfire but no 
fighting and consequently no destruc
tion. 

Because of this, at the beginning the 
foreig:'ers experienced little disturb
ance of their lives and, with their 
Chinese friends, lived hopefully. They 

seemed to nurse the strange belief that 
when the dust of revolution settled, 
life would flow baC'k into the normal. 
familiar channels. For this illusion they 
are hardly to be blamed. Hadn"t Mao 
Tse-tung proclaimed a "new capitalism" 
and protection of private property as 
the program of the revolution? Really, 
it would have been nice to just get rid 
of the old, inept and corrupt regime 
of Chiang Kai-shek and stop there. 
However, the Chinese masses didn't de
stroy the old regime just to accommo
date Dr. Dunlap and his friends. They 
took the road of revolution in ovder to 
effect a drastic transformation of class 
relations, in order to remold society for 
the benefit of the millicms. 

Trotsky remarked on the magnanim. 
ity shown by the proletarian revolution 
toward. its C'lass enemies. The Chinese 
revolution repeated, at. least in Shang
hai, the Russian October. On September 
21, 1951, more than two years after 
the turnover of the city, Dr. Dunlap 
was able to write: "While there is al
ways thepQssibility of dire things hap
pening, I think with very few excep
tions every foreigner here lives a fair
ly normal life. There seems to be a 
consciousness of some restraining hand 
which will prevent things from going 
too far." 

From the general context, it appears 
that the restraining hand to which the 
doctor refers was being exercised over 
the workers and the local authorities 
by the ce:ltral' power in Peking. The 
Shanghai workers were a factor of 
which the doctor seems to have been 
very much aware from the beginning 
of the revolutionary events, but his oc
casional and fragmentary references 
give us only hints as to the activity 
of the Shanghai proletariat during 
the early period of the new regime. 

It is July 8, 1949, two months after 
the overturn and the good doctor writes: 
"It is not that labor is starving, but 
they are all out to get all they can 
during the turnover." Next day's let
ter co::tains a complaint of "growing 
demands by labor." The day after that 
he reports: "It is felt that few effec
tive measures are being instituted to 
bring labor under c'ontrol and that any
thing can happen." All of this indicates 
a great stirring of the Shanghai work
ers, but Dr: Dunlap vouchsafes us no 
detailed information and we hear 
nothil~g more on the subject until he 
re:ates his dealings with a labor union 
and the labor bureau when closing out 
his Shanghai office in 1952, preparatory 
to his departure for the United States. 

Long before that, the physiognomy 
of the new order was beginning. to take 
shape. Thus, in a letter dated Decem
ber 29. 1951, Dr. Dunlap writes: "4-
German business man was just in ik 
a patient and when I asked him how 
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his business was, he said that they 
were doing nothing and he saw no 
possibility for the future. Government
owned organizations including whole
sale and retail establishments are driv
ing all others from the field. It is proh
able that this period will see many 
shops closing. A most unhappy peo
ple!" 

In a. following note, the writer quotes 
"one who was familiar with the Com
munists' schedule for reorganizing all 
China" as saying that the "attack on 
private enterprise was not supposed to 
come until at least ten years after 
they had gained c'ontrol of the country. 
It was his belief that the schedule 
had been revised due to the Govern
ment's need for solid money to prosecute 
the war in Korea." More probably, the 
main factor hastening the squeeze on 
capitalist enterprise was pressure from 
below' by the masses who cou~fIn't pos
sibly be satisfied by Mao's anemic pro
gram of reform. The needs created by 
the Korean war and the imperialist 
blockade were doubtless added and im
portant factors determining the tempo 
of development under the new regime. 

In tbe good old days, as this reviewer 
can testify from personal recollection, 
aoout the only praise of the Chinese 
you could get out of an Old China Hand 
was' that they made excellent servants. 
Alas, under the new conditions these 
excellent servitors became quite uppity 
and talked back to their lordly foreign 
masters' with a representative of their 
union (something unknown in the hal
cyon days of the Kuomintang) at their 
elbow. What hurt Dr. Dunlap most was 
the "ingratitude" of his employes, to 
whom, for long years, he had extended 
the privilege of working for him for 
the most miserly wages. Now, suddenly, 
the employes feel themselves to be the 
top dogs. Gone is the old servility. Dr. 
Dunlap relates the sad experience of 
Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, wealthy 
British businessman and chairman of 
the British Chamber of Commerce: 
"Sir R. has just been in to say good
bye, expecting to leave by boat on 
Saturday or Sunday. It has been most 
difficult closing out his affairs and 
it has, come finally to his virtually giv
ing his firm over to his former staff. 
In fact, they consider that it belongs 
to them." 

If anyone at this late date is still 
inclined' to doubt that what occurred 
in China was a social revolution, a class 
overturn, let him consider these addi
tional mournful passages from Dr. Dun
lap's letters. 

May 8, 1952: "Our big job [he is 
referriEg to the closing out of his of
fic'e] wiU be to satisfy the people of 
the staff who have become too b.ig 
for their pants. If J'ou try, I don't 
thin kyou can realize how much pres-
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sure the so-called laborer can put on 
one, especially if he is a foreigner." 

June 5, 1952: "One has to see and 
hear at first hand this sort of thing 
before one ~an believe it. One can 
understand how and why one's staff will 
hang on for dear life when there is 
nothing ahead, but disloyalty of those 
one has employed for years is hard to 
take." (Disloyalty seems to have been 
insistence on ample severance pay.) 

.July 1, 1952: "One does not enjoy 
being asked by his office hoy if he is 
'keepir:g the law.''' 

July 14, 1952: "The ignominy of sit
ting on a hard bench (in the Labor 
Bureau) aEd being interrogated by one 
who probably at one time was someone's 
houseboy is sometimes hard to take but 
it must be taken with a calm exterior, 
otherwise one gets nowhere.;' 

Grudgingly, Dr. Dunlap concedes that 
the new regime began tackling social 
problems for which no attem'pt at a 
solution had ever been made by the 
Chiang Kai-shek gang or their fOI:eign 
imperialist partners. Thus "the author
ities went all out not only to provide 
medical care for the people but public 
health matters were pushed as well. 
Perhaps never in the history of the 
city were the inhabitants so complete
ly immunized against smallpox, cholera, 
diphtheria and typhoid. In addition, the 
health authorities attempted to wipe 
out prostitution. Almost immediately 
after 'liberation' the long lines of 
amahs, who frequented certain areas, 
eac'h with her gaily dressed and painted 
prostitute by her side, virtually dis
appeared overnight. All prostitutes were 
finally to be given jobs in factories." 

The Dunlap book, limited as it is by 
a narrow subjectivism, has an obvious 
value, for we can learn about a revo
lution from its opponents as wen as 
from its partisans. Dr. Du'nl~p is an 
opponent of social change, an enemy 
of the Chinese revolution. But, re
fracted through his animosities and dis
contents, we can get some significant 
glimpses of the greatest revolution 
since the Russian October and of the 
::\ ew China which it brought' to birth. 

Militarism 
And Civil Liberties 

. , 

by David Miller 
The Civilian and the :Military, by Arthur 

A. Ekirc·h. Oxford University Press, 
Xew York. 1956. 339 pp. $6.50. 

It is Mr. Ekirch's thesis that, con
trary to the traditional conception of 
the evolution of American democracy, 
,ve have actually been witnessing, since 
1776, a gradual but steady deterioration 
of personal liberty in the United States. 

Arid this is true, in his view, despite 
the unquestioned broadening of formal 
political democracy during the same 
period. 

The present volume is a documenta
tion of this thesis by way of a thorough, 
even elaborate, history of militarism 
and anti-militarism in the U.S. 

From. the very start of our history 
there was no fooling the American citi
ze:l about the true nature of this de· 
bate. In the persistent struggle around 
"standing army vs. militia," Madison 
argued bitterly'·against a standing army 
and the inevitable officer caste as pre
cursors of despotism! The widespread 
hostility to the reactionary Society of 
Cincinnati was grounded in a sophisti· 
cation born of revolutionary experience. 

Siriiilarly, with the utmost care 
Ekirch reveals how clearly American 
democrats have always recognized the 
sham use of "preparedness" and other 
defensive slogans as excuses to press 
for military appropriations in prepara" 
tion for aggressive war. The huge "de· 
fe!lse" expenditures urged upon Con
gress by Alexander Hamilton, who hoped 
for a war against the French Revolu
tion in the 1790's, find their direct 
successors today in "defense appropria
tions" aimed against modern revolu .. 
tions. Similar cries for defensive arma
ment were raised by the War Hawks~ 
prior to the aggressive War of 1812; 
in 1848, before the war against Mexico; 
and again just prior to the Spanish. 
American. War. 

After World War I, Wilson and his 
Assistant Sec l' eta r y of the Navy, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, leaders of the 
interventionist wing of U.S. <!apitalism, 
pushed naval construction to a point 
greater than that of Japan and Eng· 
land combined - and this in a period 
when Japan alone tripled her naval for
ces. In 1935 Roosevelt, in the name 
of "defense," again instituted a naval 
program greater than that of Japan 
and England combined. 

It was the ingrained American hos
tility to and suspicion of a standing 
army that was responsible for the con
stitutional provision guaranteeing the 
right to bear arms, just as it sparked 
the ardent, long-successful emphasis on 
a volU!ltary state militia as the demo
cratic alternative to a standing army. 
In fact it was not until 19'03 that the 
federal government gained substantial 
control over the state militias. Until 
\Vorld War I, an wars, including the 
Ci"il War. were fought for the most 
part by individual volunteers and mem
bers of state militias. (States could and 
did withhold troops if they were ill
disposed to the military operation, as 
was the case in 1812 and 1848.) 

N or was awareness lacking among 
our ancestors of that primary use of 
armies - intervention in the domestic 
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class struggle. Tn fact, this was prab
aLly the most important single source 
of opposition to a standing army in 
the early days, bearing in mind the 
popular S.hay's and Whiskey rebellions. 
That both the poor farmers and the 
urban-planter coalition were conscious 
of the class character of the army is 
more than amply documented. 

ments were vigorous and articulate op
ponents of militarist proposals for the 
draft or other service, and opposed de
fense budgets, state or federal. Not until 
1916 did they surrender Uheir hitherto 
implaC:'able opposition, when Gompers 
came out for Wilson's "preparedness," 

The new' role of the United States as 
aspil-ant to total world power, the per
manent war economy, the consequent in
crease in persecution of radkals and anti
militarists, are all of a Ipie~e to him. 

Ekirc'h's scrupulous scholarship, his 
determined effort to view Amer:can 
history within the framework of a 
meaningful, naturalistic pattern, com
mand attention in a period such as 
ours, so rich, above aU else, in pure 
apologetics. 

Ekirch also demonstrates that from 
their earliest manifestations, in 1828, 
the political and economic labor move-

Today, in the author's view, the de
cline in individual liberty due to the 
mounting role of the army in society 
(to mention only one area), is pro
ceeding at a vastly accelerated tempo. 
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writings - in both Fourth International and 
The Militant - of Leon Trotsky on such sub
jects as the national question, the nature of 
the workers state, the degeneration of the So
viet Union, the ,crimes of Stalin, etc. Many 'Of 
these writings are unavailable elsewhere. 
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(A very few 'bound volumes left oct' 193,3 Militant 
and 1937 Socialist Appeal. Write for price's.) 
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